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THE FOREMAN: ATREATISE UPON THE QUALIFICATIONS, POWERS,
DUT.ES, AND RELATIONS OF AFOREMAN IN MANUFACTURING.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

'When Webster wrote his dictionary the function of a foremnll was
to "superintend"; to be "an overseer." The industrial world has
changed since that day; the foreman is now a man of many and
diverse responsibilities. He has still to superintend the workers in
his department or working upon his special function, but that is
perhaps the least of his obligations. He attends to interviewing
applicants for work in over 90 per cent of our establishments, and
actually hires and fires in almost as many. He routes mater-jal,
chases stock, repairs tools, places machinery, trains new and upgrades
older labor, attends to intricate calculations for some perplexed
worker, estimates upon the purchase of new machines, acts as the
court of first instance in some, and as court of appeals in other dis
putes, helps the employment man to find new labor, the welfare man
to adjust some family trouble, and the rate setter to determine the
cost of some operation, and through it all he makes out reports and
re.cords, requisitions, and inventories, until the wonder is that he does
his work so well amid the jam of crowding demands.
It has been the tradition that foremen carne from the ranks of the

highly skilled tradesmen, and until very recent years this has been
true. But the demands of expanding business and the decadence of
skill among our industries have compelled employers to promote
many men whose technical training is not of the grade of a few years
ago. This, with the severe modern demands, has made the task of
the ambitious foreman exceedingly difficult. It is hoped that em
ployers may soon realize their duty to their own industry sufficiently
to take up thorough industrial training for their own employees,
including apprenticeships wherever possible for the young men com
ing into industry, before we run out of tmined men. But even if
employers rise to the need, the present generation of foremen can not
be given the preliminary training which so m~ny of them need and
earnestly desire. It is to help these ambitious men, from whose ranks
many of the business leaders of to-morrow will come, that this
pamphlet is prepared by the United States Training Service.

The method of this treatise requires a word of explanation. It
is written for the foreman who wants to know how to be a good
foreman; not for the employer who wants his foreman to be a good
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foreman. The chapters are organized as suggestions Tor a lecture
course, which may be used by foremen in their own meetings, or,
with the cooperation of employers, in staff schools. It is hoped
that in many communities the cooperation of public authorities
may be enlisted to add the facilities of continuation schools upon
the technical subjects which can only be suggested in such a pamph
let as this.

This may be the last publication of the United States Training
Service, which is now almost 1 year old, and which will cease opera
tions June 30, should no continued appropriation be given it by
Congress before that date. It is a pleasure to express the gratifi
cation of every officer and employee of this service at having enjoyed
this opportumty thus to serve the great manufacturing interests of,
our country upon a phase and manner of education which has too
long been neglected.

The preparation of this bulletin has engaged the faithful services
of many able foremen and educators. Mr. Arthur "V. Le Boeuf,
expert upon training methods, was in charge during the early
portion of the work, assisted by Mr. E. Van Dorsten, Mr. Melville
La Marche, Mr. P. C. Piclrrel, and Mr. Frederick G. Timperley, to
the latter two of whom especial credit is due for the most of the prac
tical information included. In the final compilation, Mr. James F.
Johnson, chief of training methods, took charge in person, and, with
Mr. Seymour L. Smith, Mr. Alfred A. Mercier, expert on textiles,
and Mr. William Brown, assistant superintendent of training, con
tributed valuable data and rewrote several chapters. Assistant Di
rector Stillman A. Benway, himself a former foreman of wide
experience, prepared a couple of the most important chapters; and
the research section contributed bibliographic material. Thanks
are due to Messrs. John C. Spence, of the Norton Grinding Co.,
Worcester, Mass.; E. A. Barnes, of the General Electric Co., Fort
Wayne, Ind.; and L. D. Burlingame, of Brown & Sharpe, Providence,
R. 1., for constructive criticism on various portions of the work,
which because of its special importance was completed under my
personal direction.



CHAPTER II.

MODERN ORGANIZATION METHODS.

1. Types of organization:
(a) Patriarchal.
( b) Departmental.
( c) Line and staff.
(d) Functional.

2. Changing business methods.
3. Social insurance.

1. Types of organization.-'I'he foreman should have at least
a general idea of the various types of industrial organization, under
which he may be required to serve; otherwise he may attempt to ap
ply principles governing one type to an entirely different type of or
ganization. There are four general varieties, within one of which
any industrial organization may be classified.

(a) Patriarchal organizations.-The small shop, run personally
by the owner, is usually of the patriarchal type; but many quite large
plants, which have grown up around a strong, old-style employer,
have the typical features. In plants of this kind the owner has a
foreman, or foremen, as his right-hand man. The foreman has full
charge of the shop and all that pertains to its operation and super
vision. Every branch of work within the factory may be consid
ered as his duty, such as hiring and firing, purchasing materials,
tools, equipment and supplies, repair and care of machinery, inspec
tion, management of light, heat, and power-in fact, every phase re
lating to operation and production. In plants like this the foreman
has wide powers and responsibilities; but his duties are so multi
farious that he has hardly time to do anything thoroughly. The
operations of such a plant are usually characterized by an absence of
system, and such modern innovations as the perpetual inventory, cost
accounting, or employment management are generally unknown.

(b) Departmental organization.-In this type the owner assigns
each foreman to a distinct department, within which he is supreme.

All the duties of management within the department devolve upon
the foreman, whose powers are quite similar to those exercised by the

. foreman in the first type, excepting that he is limited to a depar:t
ment. This system, however, is often varied to admit of a sub
division of responsibilities among other officials. The purchasing
agent takes over the buying of supplies; the main office makes up the
pay roll; and the superintendent attends to the routing and dispatch
mg of materials and assembled product through the several dc
partments. Many plants have this system of organization.

(0) Line and staff.-Under the line-and-staff organization there
are many departments, both in the production and managerial
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6 THE FOREMAN.

branches. The management has a staff of expert advisors who are
heads of such branches as engineering, including drafting design,
determination of processes, selling, purchasing, cost accounting, pay
department, personnel department, etc. These divisions of manage
ment relieve the foreman of many duties required under the two
types of organization previously mentioned. He will obtain much
assistance from the staff for instructions and advice. It is quite
important in such a plant that the foreman's duties should be clearly
defined by the management, and the extent and limitations of his
powers stated in advance.

(d) Functional management.-This is the newest type of indus
trial organization, and so far it has been confined almost solely
to very large establishments. Its organization and operation requires
considerable initial investment, and only a firm of a large capital,
apparently, can undertake it. The foreman's place in a functional
organization is strictly limited. He will have but one branch of
work under his charge, rather than a unit of the plant. He may be
in charge of machine-tool repairs, or inspection, or speed setting, or
some part. of production. 'Vhate,:er it may be, he will devote him
self to the single function, and must confine himself within set limits.
The theory of this system is that production will be larger, of better
quality, and finally cheaper in unit cost, if the management and the
operativE''''; work in sequence, by processes, rather than upon a unit
or complete portion of operation. In place of one foreman of the
patriarchal or departmental type there may be ten or a dozen sepa
rate foremen, each handling a single element of the duties formerly
discharged by one man. A list of the responsibilities of a foreman
of the first type will fill a good-sized page, footing up from 15 to 30
distinct duties. These duties are split up among the dozen func
tional foremen, so that each has ~mly one or two, and he is expected
to' get much more wprk out of IllS force because he can center upon
his narrower line. Under this plan these foremen will each fre
quently have charge of many elements of a single job, at the same
time, and in the same shop.

All of industry is the result of method, and method is being rapidly
developed. The foreman should devote some of his time to the study •
of the principles of the great modern industrial organizations. Some
publications explaining the subject are listed in the bibliography at
the close of this pamphlet.

2. Changing business methods.-In the early days of manufac
turing, there was generally a wider margin of profit to invested
capital than now, and the close calculations of modern management
were not thought of. :Many large modern concerns make enormous
net profits upon a turnover running less than 1 per cent, but accom
plish it by watching every hairbreadth of expense. This new condi
tion has brought about analysis of every element of business organiza
tion and operation until whole volumes are published upon minor
phases of investment. The difference between day-work payments,
piecewol'k, bonus and premium, and other incentive systems, for ex
ample, has served as text for a hundred volumes, and the over
head cost of most large firms, for expert advice, is a large annual
proportion of their budget.

3. Social insurance.-Another modern development is beginning
to be known as "social in·surance." It comprises old-age pensions,
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health insurance, accident insurance, employment insurance, the
minimum wage, and workmen's compensation. Although the whole
movement is so modern that few realize its extent, everyone of these
proposals has already been enacted into law some"here, and the
tendency seems to be to adopt them generally.

The principle supporting them is that the workmen suffer from
liabilities which are incident to their employment; that they can not
relieve themselves, but the industry can assume these liabilities and
spread their expense over the general product, and should do so as
the principal beneficiary from the life work of these persons. This
view is sharply opposed by many leaders in industrial life; but
worlm1en's compensation, the first meaSure of this general class to
be urged in this country, has been adopted by practically every State
within the past 16 years. It is advisable that the foreman study the
tendencies and tenets of this system of social legislation, which affects
the management of industrial organizations in many ways and has
direct bearing upon his functions.
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CHAPTER III.

MODERN PRODUCTION METHODS.

The distinguishing feature of modern production methods is the
minute and tireless analysis of e,ery element entering into the mak
ing of the article, from the purchase and delivery of the raw material
to the sale, delivery, and collection of payment for the finished prod
uct. Accounting systems pursue every fraction of a cent and never
let up until they corral it, at no matter what cost for the capture.
Job analysis is applied to productive operations and to office manage
ment; production records show what has been done and past per
formance is set against the future as a prophet; the perpetual in
ventory, the requisition, and the stores-accounting system keep track
of every item of supplies. Accounting is the keynote of modern
oueration.
• In the development of the business similar methods are appiled.

Most large plants now have the laboratory for scientific research, the
school for development of future executives, and experts studying
factory overhead or departmental unit cost; while in the sales and
financing sides similar analytic methods seek to prevent waste and
make every "lick" count.

It is up to the foreman to realize that he is in an age of exactness,
when the chemistry of business has no use for waste efforts.

124700°-19-2 "





CHAPTER IV.

PERSONALITY.

1. Personal appearance.
2. Conduct.
3. Personal habits. '

(a) Neatness.
(b) Punctuality.
(0) Tact.
( d) Respect.
(e) Personal pride.

4. Mental attitude.
(a) Toward company's poIlcles.
(b) Care of workers.
(0) Training and impartiality.
(d) Accessibility.
(e) Tenacity of purpose.
(1) Power of observation.
(g) Sympatbetic comprehension.
( h) Firmness.
(i) Discretion.

5. Initiative.
( a) LeadersWp.
(b) Resourcefulness.
(0) Development of person9.11ty.

1. Personal appearance.-Personality is expressed in the ap
pearance of a foreman by the clothes he wears, and the way he wears
them, by the bearing and manner he assumes, by his poise, and by
the appearance of knowing what he is doing, the latter being an ex
pressIOn of his competence.

An outsider coming into his department should be able to single
the foreman out as being the one in charge of the department.

2. Conduct.-As a foreman expects his subordinates to act, so he
should act. He should set the example in his department. There
ought to be no familiarity with anyone unless this familiarity in
cludes all. The opinion of others must be considered in his own de
partment, and whatever he does should be done in such a way as to
cause him no regrets afterwards. His manner of comporting himself
must be above reproach.

3. Personal habits.
(a) Neatness.-The foreman expresses his neatness by the follow

ing: The condition of his clothes, his face and hands, and the appear
ance of his office, desk, and department.

(b) Punctuality.-To arrive at the factory on time every morning
should be the foreman's joy, not his duty alone. Even to go early
because he can not get there too soon to start everyone right will be
example for the workmen to follow.

Punctuality is not only an early morning exercise. Throughout
the day he will have inquiries from the workers about many things.

11



12 THE FOBEMAN.

He should be punctual in answering these, reachin~ each man in his
turn as he has arranged. The keepmg of all appommenta he makes,
both in and outside his department is important.

(c) Tact.-Getting others to do things without friction and, if
possible, without authority being made a prominent factor, is one
form of tact for the forman to practice. Courteousness, listening
to and getting the other fellow's point of view, prevailing gently
over the other's point of view, explaining necessary things to the
unseeing, these are other factors. Opposition calls for the greatest
display of tact. To keep men smiling even throughout opposition
means success in using tact. In the distribution of jobs, it is tact that
is often called for, providing there is not anyone worker who is made
the" goat."

(d) Respect.-A foreman gains the respect of workers by demon
stratrng his fitness to lead and instruct, by resourcefulness displayed
in meeting emergencies, and by courage manifested in standing for
right principles.

Respecting his own ability and setting a high standard of accom
plishment for himself, he calls forth the same sentiments toward him
self on the part of the workers, if he is consistent in decisions and
general relations. The support he gives his men when they are right
wi11 also mak~ them respect him.

(e) Personal p1'ide.-Pride, if based upon honest achievement, is
commendable. Pride in quality of work produced, in fulfilling man
agement expectations, in appearance of department, and spirit of
workers comes as the result of hard work and constant effort. This
justifiable pride communicates itself to the workers, because it is
not vain or selfish.

4. Mental attitude.
(a) Toward compa;ny policies.-The management expects the

foreman to give full support to its policies, support to the limit.
First he should be in a receptive mood to receive these policies, he
should respect them unless he sees they react unfavorably, in which
case he should endeavor to have the company change them. In
those that affect the employees the foreman holds the most strategi
cal position of anyone of the company's representatives. It is his
business to report to the management the effect of policies on the
employees, especially the newer policies. He should, therefore, be
of open mind for suggestions; have thorough understanding and be
able to explain policies; and make sure that the employees get the
proper" slant" on these policies.

(b) Gare of workers.-More and more the management is hold
ing the foreman to account for the proper care due workers. Most
company policies affect the employees in either a direct or an indirect
way. ·When an individual is hired by a company, it is really a
gentleman's agreement which is entered into and each is aware of
l1is responsibilities toward each other. The foreman becomes in a
sense the representative of both of these parties.

Consideration must be given employees and especially the women
workers. The foreman must take the attitude that it is incumbent
upon him to provide ways and means so that this care of workers
can be observed.
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(0) Fairness and impartiality.-To the foreman in industry, fair
ness means freedom from imperfection in his dealings with, or decid
ing between others, giving each his just treatment. Impartiality is
freedom from favoritism. These are virtues which should be in the
make-up of every foreman. They are acquired by conforming to
truth, facts, and correct reasoning, and are essential to the mainte
nance of harmony in the shop, in the home, in business or social
~1ctivities, and can be practiced in dealing out penalties as well as
:living rewards for merit. Fairness and impartiality are expected
[rom the foreman by his employees and his superiors.

Tlie foreman's likes and dislikes must give way to fairness when he
is dealing with his workers.

(d) ApproaclwlJility.-The foreman should make himself readily
accessible to his subordinates and others in the plant, especially on
matters pertaining to production. On personal matters he should be
reached at his convenience.

He should always be approachable. The employees expect not only
to be free to interview hIm on business matters, but to get a welcome
recRption and fair treatment. He owes it to them to greet them
cordially, at least, and to assist them in any way he can reasonably
do so.

(e) Tenacity of purpose.-If you feel that you have chosen a wise
course and it is lOgIcal for you to pursue it, do not give up.

This does not mean that one should never change his mind.
When one becomes convinced that his ideas or ideals are not the
best for him, he should not hesitate to change them. When this is
necessary, however, lose no time in establishing new ideals.

The foreman possessing this quality will not follow the path of
least resistance. He will move on in spite of obstacles, handicap, and
opposition. He has a "stick-to-itiveness."

(I) Power of observation.-Everyone has the power to observe,
but it is not everyone who exercises it. It is true, however, that many
successful men are so because they do observe.

Here the foreman should make up his mind that nothing of im
portance in his department should eseape his notice. Such things
about the plant where he works that pertain to him Or his department
should also come under his observation. He should at least make a
mental note of these, but it will help him greatly to make written
notes of the more inIportant details. This will develop his power of
observation.

(g) Hflmpathetic comprehension o{ the other felloW's attitude.
RealIzatIOn that no one is perfect wil make a man much more toler
ant of others. Persons are swayed and affected by their surround
ings and by circumstances. No man should be judged severely for
his shortcomings because, after all, by what standard can we Judge
others ~ Standards are too often only the results of conventionali
ties and these are not always justifiable. So, then, if the other fellow
has an attitude which seems peculiar, analyze his case, "put yourself
in his shoes," and try to view the situation from his standpoint.

This will often, if not always, furnish an intimate understanding
and sympathy for the other fellow.

(h) Firmness.-Firmness is another quality which the foreman
uses. This is either conscious or not. Let him be sure he.is right,
then go ahead with firmness.
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Grant said: "I'll fight it out on this line if it takes all summer.'~

He had made up his mind that this was the proper course, and he
was firm in executing this order. .

The foreman, executive, or any leader of men will command little
control of his men without it. When a foreman issues an order or
makes a statement about his work. first being sure that he is right
a.nd justified, he must then stand his ground and exact the perform
ance of the order.

(i) Duoretion.-Many of the foreman's duties and his powers are
discretionary. He must often rely upon his best judgment in ex
ercising his authority, having no definite guide to go by or to help
him decide one way or another even on important questions. Then
he must decide for himself, using discretion in order to make wise
and fair criticism. His ability to do this is an index to his bigness.

5. Inltiative.-Initiative is a power or ability to "start things,"
to begin something and see it through. The foreman who has
initiative can meet unusual situations wisely and successfully, be
cause he can get the satisfactory solution for the problem which pre
sents itself to him. It is by using his initiative that the foreman
makes progress. A man lacking in the faculty gets nowhere.

(a) Leadership.-Some men's personality begets them teamwork
without effort. their subordinates work for them with vim and en
thusiasm and all goes well. Unfortunately this is not true of every
one. Those whose personality does not naturally have the effect of
inducin~ those about them to work as a unit, must develo;p this
quality If at all possible, because, without it, they can not attam suc
cess as leaders of men. Thev should at such times resolve to correct
their shortcomings rather than upbraid the workers, because it is a
lack in their own make-up that is principally to blame for the
trouble.

By making object lessons of each experience, the foreman will
eventually develop a more pleasing and congenial personality which
will obtain for him the requisite team work. By developing the re
sources of his men, his equipment, and his department, a foreman
will get unity of action.

A good example of leadership is that obtained by the leader of an
orchestra.. His men must keep time to the fraction of a second,
they must all l?lay the right notes and with proper expression, other
wise there is dIscord and the results are bad.

Similarly the foreman in industry must line up his employees and
get them all to pull together in harmony.

(b) ResQUrcefulmess.-A resourceful foreman is one who can
easily find a way out of difficulties and" tight places." He can ac
complish things even when he has little or nothmg to do with them.
He can do some jobs that usually require special machines, tools, or
Llaterials, without these by perhaps devismg makeshift apparatus
and under abnormal conditions that to the ordinary man would be
quite impossible. He is not confined to only one way of doing a
thing. He can do it several ways. He can protect hImself at any
time against unforeseen absences of any man.

(0) Development of pel'sonality.-By referring to the various vir
tues and qualities of a desirable personality, the foreman will be en
abled to make a self-inventory which will greatly help him in de-
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veloping his good and overcoming his weak points, and creating
desirable qualities he does not already possess. He should do this
seriously and earnestly. It may help him to make this a written
examination, having first made out a list of the items mentioned in
this chapter together with others he may deem advisable, then make
under each heading an entry of his findings, being impartial, honest,
and just with himself. He must not hesitate to pick himself to pieces
in making this self-analysis. Those requisites which are lacking,
partly or entirely, may be acquired by earnest effort and study of the
subject and of one's own personality.

Having acquired this knowledge and applied it, the man should
use perseverance in building up his personality. This will eventually
become a habit and he will develop.

Measure yourself up to the standard you set for some successful
foreman you know. Observe him and find out his good points, then
try to develop them within yourself. If lOU [.,spire to a higher posi
tion, measure yourself up to it and see i you ~ fit it j ii not» it is
up to you to fit yourself.





CHAPTER V.

HANDLING MEN-SELECTION.

I. Sources of labor supply:
(a) Unsolicited applications.

1. Foreman's private prospect list.
2. Applications at plant.

(b) Solicited applications.
1. Public employment offices.
2. Private employment offices.
3. vVant ads.

II. Selection of workers:
(a) Standards of adaptability.

1. Physical characteristics.
2. Health and strength.
3. Mentalitv.
4. Experience.

(a) Questions.
(b) References.
(e) Moral character.

III. Type of ,vorkers:
(a) Selection of unskilled.
(b) Specialist.
(e) Semiskilled.
(d) Skilled.

IV. Interviewing applicants:
(a) Meeting applicant.

1. Private interview.
2. Courtesy.

(b) Elements for consideration.
1. Kind of job to be filIed.
2. The right man for the job.

V. Cooperating with the personnel department:
(a) Relations with personnel department.
(b) Requisitions for workers.
(e) Follow-up reports.
(d) Recommendations for transfer.
(e) Recommendations for promotion.
(1) Recommendations for discharge.
(g) Cooperation with various divisions.

1. Safety division.
2. Medical division.

The interest that was awakened a few years ago in employment
and personnel work has been greatly increased by war demands for
labor, and now many large firms and others of less magnitude are
converted to the idea of a separate personnel department, responsible
for the obtaining of workers, their entrance, development, and wel
fare in industry. It has been pointed out by these firms that one
of the advantages derived is increased efficiency of foremen who are
thus relieved of some of the most vexatious and distracting problems
connected with plant management.

1247990 --19----3 17
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This text is written, howeYer, to cOYer the yaried types of organiza
tion that are in existence, recognizing the fact that personnel
management as a distinct division of organization has not been
generally adopted; anel that in the majority of plants the foreman
still has the burden of hiring, firing, transfer and promotion, as ~\Yell
as other phases of human relations to administer in connection ,,'itll
his principal function of getting production.

I. Sources of labor supply.
(a) UXSOLICITED APPLICATIOKS.

1. Foreman's private prospect list.-A list of this ~ort is, or can
be, in the hands of most foremen, gathered ,;vithout particular effort,
having its source in outside contacts, personal acquainta.nces, and
requests from workers in the plant to consider their friends for
employment.

2. Applications at plant, in person and by lette1~.-A concern can
"sell" its working conditions to the public, just as truly as it can
create a demand for its product. The importance of emphasizing
the things that build confidence in the management's labor policy
can not be too strongly impressed upon foremen. Good plant work
ing conditions operate to influenoe the best class of workers to enter
the employ of the organization.

(b) SOLICITED APPLICATIOKS.

1. Public employment offices.-The public employment office is a
labor exchange where all local opportunities for work may be ayail
able to applicants. ~When placing orders for workers with such
offices, much better service will be obtained if the information given
is in detail regarding both the job and the kind of men wanted-a
limited "job specification," in fact.

2. Pi'ivale employment officcs.-(a) Nonfee charging: Employers'
association employment offices, either maintained by a group of firms
in one industry or by a combination of concerns in a locality, operate
in a limited wayan somewhat the same lines as a public employment
office.

The method of getting service and cooperation from this source is
practically the same as in the caoSe of the public employment office.
In either event, the foreman should make ita point to become per
sonally acquainted with the man in charge and with the "-examiners,"
if possible, inviting them to visit his department with a yiew to
:familiarizing themsehes with the machine and trade operations, thl)
better to qualify them to examine applicants.

If the plant has a personnel department, the contacts with em
ployment offices wonld be made through it, but foremenwonld be
called upon to cooperate in familiarizing representatiycs from snch
Dffices ~with the types of work and trades in the plant.

(b) Fee-charging agenci-es: The serYlce giyell by offices of this
type is dependent upon the individuality of the proprietor toa large
degree. The advisability of using this source is a debatable question,
the answer to which can best be found inexperience.

3. WantadB.-Thissource of supply is 'wieldy used and frequently
is fruitful of excellent re,sults, especially in obtaining unusually
skilled workers.
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II. Selection of workers.
(a) STAXDARDS OF ADAPTABILITY.

1. Physical characte'i'istics: A close study of types of men shows
that distinguishing traits may be given considerable weight in 8elec
tion for employment. The nervous type should not he pi(~ked for a
slow, monotonous job; the person of coarse texture might not be
adapted to fine, minute work. Character is more or less evident in the
countenance, to be read by the interviewing foreman, who can increase
his proficiency in this direction by practice and study.

2. Health and strength.-(a) Determined by Physical Examina
tion: If the company has a medical department it is a wise policy to
have applicants given physical examination to determine the worker's
measure of health and strength, as a precaution against subjecting
him to unfavorable conditions.

(b) 'Where no medical seryice is available: ,Vhere no medical sen
ice is available and the health and strength standard must he
judged by the foreman, an estimate may be based on such exterior
evidences as:

Weight in relation' to height.
Carriage and general bearing.
Clearness of eye.
Color.
Alertness of attitude.
The foreman should watch closely for any SUspICIons condition,

such as sore eyes, skin diseases, etc.; should endeavor to ascertain if
the applicant has general good health, to avoid subjecting other
workers to discomfort or contagion. It is quite important, also, that
any serious physical disability be discovered at the time of the in
terview, in order to protect the company against claims that the dis
ability was incurred in line of work after employment.

3. i1fentality.-The foreman interview-er can bring out the general
intelligence of the applicant by well chosen questions of such
nature that tIle mental capacity may, to some extent, be judged. A
person may be " intelligent" and without much education; he may
be "bright" and have little trade knowledge. The questions must
be put to the applicant in such a way as to distinguish between trade
knowledge and mental capacity, but trade test questions, involving
technical facts, ordinarily are snfficient to base judgment upon.

4. Experience.-(a) Trade test questions:
There are questions in each trade and occnpation which none but

a tradesman can answer satidactorilv. It is a matter of but a few
moments to apply such tests,and the"grading of employees, or their
rejection, can be based on the results of such tests with some cer
tainty. But the questions should be such that a person possessing
but a s11perficial knowledge gained from reading and observation
could be detected. Foremen, who are usually skilled in the particu
lar work for which they are hiring men, should be able to compile
their own quizzers to good advantage, snpplementing these with
questioning of the applicant based upon blue prints, tools, and
instruments, and pictures of madlines and t-ools.

(b) R-eferences: The character of the references submitted by the
applicant would throw additional light on his experience, though
they are not always reliable evidence of ability, skill or moral char-
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acter. One method of giving references is to exchange them direct
from one firm in answer to inquiry from another, covering a work
er's service record; when received in this manner, a reference would
seem to be dependable. But the recommenda.tion that is given into
the hands of a worker who quits or is dismissed, may be motived by
a desire to "let the worker down" as easily as possible, and may not
adhere strictly to the facts.

(c) Moral character: It is difficult to accurately judge this char
acteristic without some background, such as verification of references
and present status of the individual and his family.

III. Types of work.ers.
The terms" skilled," "specialist," "semiskilled," and" unskilled"

as applied to workers, haye not been uniformly interpreted. It is
difficult to arrive at definitions that will be acceptable to all, but for
these purposes, the following definitions apply:

Unsl.;illed.-Little or no knowledge of job required, but worker must have
capacity to follow simple instructions. (Example: Laborer.)

SemiskWed.-A worker engaged in a line of work that is not regarded as
a skilled trade. (Example: Brakeman, cement worker, lather, garment
maker.) •

Specialist.-A worker engaged in carrying on one or more manufacturing
operations or processes either in a skilled or a semiskilled trade. (Example:
Machine operator, doffer, pocket maker.)

SkilZed.-Complete knowledge of job; worker being capable of independent
performance from start to finish on any particular line of work known as a
skilled trade. (Example: Machinist, patternmaker, brickmason, plumber.)

The terms semiskilled and skilled relate to the occupation; to the whole
body of trade knowledge and dexterity involved in such occupations.

A skilled trade is one involving many operations, using much related knowl
edge of such complexity that a considerable period of study or apprenticeship
must be devoted to its complete acquirement.

A semiskilled trade is any line of work of less complexity and with less nec
essary related knowledge; a less extensive period of study being required to
master it, so that it is not generally considered a skilled trade.

A specialist may be engaged in a process or series of processes within either
a skilled or semiskilled trade, the term specialist relating to tile workman
rather than to the occupation.

(a) SELECTION OF UNSKILLED.

In the selection of unskilled workers, physicial characteristics and
peculiarities of individuals interviewed by the foreman should be
given first consideration.

(b) SELECTION OF SPECIALISTS.

If the worker is being hired as a specialist, the foreman should
pay special attention to those qualities that give promise of stability,
endurance and rapidity of movement. Special efforts should be put
forth by the foreman to ascertain if possible that the applicant is of
a temperament likely to remain satisfied on repetitional work, if the
job in question is of that nature.

(c) SELECTIOK 0]" SE~fISKILLED.

The semiskilled worker being engaged in a line that does not call
for extensive knowledge or training, should be chosen for those
qualities that are most outstanding in the way of fitness for the job
in question; that is, if the work involves responsibility for human
life, the eyes and hearing must be up to a certain standard, etc. In
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any event the interviewing foreman will apply the tests best suited
to bring out the requisite information and then fit the man to the
job where he will give the best service.

(d) SELECTIOK OF SKILLED.

Selection of skilled workers may be provisionally made with much
i'eliance upon trade questions. It is important, too, that the ap
plicant be drawn out as fully as possible in regard to former ex
perience, length of employment with other firms, and class of work
performed in previous jobs.

At this time, when large numbers of wounded s01diers and sailors
are Being given rehabilitation and reeducation under the Federal
Board for Vocational Education, with a view to making them useful
in some occupation from which they can gain an honestly earned
income, this phase of the employment problem should be given special
consideration by foremen and employment managers.

IV. Interviewing Applicants.

(a) MEETING APPLICANT.

Intervening of applicants by foremen is an interruption upon their
(lther work and because of that the temptation is to be short, im
patient, and critical. This tendency will be overcome if the foreman
sees the possibilities of strengthening the organization, as well as
his own position, by right selection. The outstanding thought in
this connection is to create the most favorable environment in which
to conduct the actual meeting of the" company's representative" and
the applicant. The first impression the applicant gets, if .it is of the
right sort, will smooth the way for the foreman.

. Applicants, as a rule, have a dread of the interview, born of past
experiences and contacts. By mentally placing himself in the
other's position, the foreman will appreciate the applicant's feelings
keenly enough to resist the temptation to gruffness. It seems to be
a trait of human nature to take advantage of an applicant's humble
attitude by assuming an air of superiority. So it is but a natural
inclination against which a foreman should arm himself by intro
ducing those influences whieh will put the applicant at ease and lead
him to feel that he is in friendlv hands.

1. Private interview.-EverY worker is entitled to privacy when
seeking an opportunity to sell his services; his private affairs and
experiences are sacred to him and should be so held by the foreman.
Privacy of interview is important from the employer's standpoint
as a means of encouraging the applicant to frankness.

2. C'ourtesy.-Courtesy and friendliness toward the applicant are
most essential in all interviews. Before he can be put at ease and in
a communicative mood, the applicant must feel that he is talking to a
person who will judge him fairly and treat him as an equal. If there
is nothing open for which the applicant can qualify, tell him the
possibility of employment in the future, if it is believed by the fore
man that this can be truthfullv said.

(b) ELE:l}IENTS FOl{ CONSIDERATION•

. 1. Kind of job to be filled.-A job specification for employment
purpos{>$ describes a position which one person is expected to fill, and
thus may include several distinct tasks or only one~ A satisfactory
specification for hiring should have the following divisions: (a) A
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general description of the way in which the \york is done and of the
worker's environment; (b) a statement of the fundamental mental
and physical qualifications and the education and experience expected
of an employee; (c) a record of the conditions of service such as
wages, hours, shifts, vacation, possible lines of promotion, perma
nency, and other social and economic advantages or disadvantages.

The use of written job specifications is recommended, espcc)ally
where the interviewing foreman is hiring men for a large number of
jobs. But for small plants and single department heads, it is quite
probable that the foreman has at his tongue's end details of the
requirements for all jobs under his supervision. In either event it is
important that the selectiOll of men be made upon a basis of fitness
for a particular job, the specifications of which are cleaJ'ly l:n '[nind
or at hand during the -interview.

2. The right man for the job.-Fitting the right man to the right
job is not possible in all cases; the foreman who maintains a high
ayerage in this very delicate, exacting, and difficult work is an asset
or more than ordinary yalue to the management. The trial period
of employment is a cost to the employer. If the employee makes good
on the job, that cost is offset after a reasonable period; but the cost
of carrying an unsatisfactory worker through a trial period only to
dismiss him as disqualified is a dead loss. Frankness on the part of
the foreman toward the applicant is but fair. Knowing the reason
for rejection, the applicant can take steps to secure employment
elsewhere Or to correct his deficiency.

IV. Cooperating with the personnel department.
Personnel management is a science of recent deyelopment; it sep

arates and becomes responsible for much of that phase of industry
which concerns the human element. In plants where an employment
department has been established but as yet no personnel department,
employment work is highly developed and centralized, the other flUlc
tions shown on the accompanying chart, if in existence, being sep
arately directed. Still other employers delegate to foremen what
ever of these specialties they have developed, but the trend of manage
ment now is to give more and more importance tQ the selection,
development, and welfare of workers.

This chapter would not be complete if the value of personnel man
agement were not pointed out to foremen from the selfish angle of
promoting their own efficiency. Taking the most important factor in
industry-the human element--to a separate br.:anch of industrial
organization to be administered by specialists who can devote all
their time and abilities to the intricate problems presented increases
the foreman's value to industry by specializing his work within rea
sonable limits.

Reference to the personnel de,partment chart shown herewit'h will
indicate to the reader the scope and division of duties as developed in
the most advanced and comprehensive type of personnel department.

(a) REL,\TlOXS WITH THE PERSONXEL DEPART:\IEXT.

In the last analysis the foreman is closer to the wQrkcrs than the
personnel department can possibly get; he is with them during work
ing hours and gets tQ know their personal likes and dislikes, their
peculiarities and preferences. The foreman is the "key" man of



DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL

GENERAL EDUCATION

,

5. Arrangements for attendance of
employees at meetings of trade
or technical organizations or
educational associations.

1. Library.

2. Visits to o,ther plants or other
departments.

3. Special instruction and assistance
for special groups, as gardening,
first aid, etc.

4. Cooperation with com m u nit y ,
State, and National educational
agencies.

ADJUSTMENTS

7. Absenteeism and tardiness.

Ba,sea upon foreman',. recommenaa-
tions.

1. Rating employees.

2. Transfers.

3. Promotions.

4. Wage increases.

5. Discipline.

6. Dismissal.

COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES

I

Civic betterment.
1. Legal aid.

2. Clubs and committees.

3. Thrift.

4. Housing.

5. Transportation.

6. Cooperative store.

7. Loans.

8. Gardening.

Plafbt betterment.
1. Athletics.

2. Recreation.

3. Am'ericanization.

4. Plant journal.

5. Bulletin boards.

6. Cooperative store.

7. Insurance and pensions.

i

I
GROUP RELATIONS, I

1. Introduction of new policies oi
revised standard practice. I

2. Team WOrk and interdepartmenta
cooperation.

3. Shop discipline.

4. Complaints and grievances.

5. Shop committee. t-

6. Relations with labor organizationsf

~

GENERAL MANAGER

I
WORKING' CONDITIONS

1. Hygiene.

2. Sanitation.

3. Restaurant.

4. Rest rOoms.

5. Supervision of lockers.

6. Heat.

7. Light.

8. Ventilation.

9. ToIlets.

10. Fire hazards.

11. Rest periods.

I
I
l
~'

f
FUNCTIONS OF THE PERSONNEL DEPARTMdrr

r
~

r.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

I

1. Safety department:
(a) Educating em p loy e e s to

safety rules.
(b) Installation of appliances.
(c) Correcting dangerous condi

tions.
(a) Proper clothing_
(e) Occupational hazards.

1. Dust.
2. Fumes.
3. Posture.
4. Materials handled.

2. Medical service;
(a) Physician.
( b) Dentist.
(c) Oculist.
(a) Nurse.
(e) Visiting nurse.
(f) First ald.
(g) Physical examinations.

3. Cooperation with local health of
ficers.

4. Cooperation with State, National,
safety, and health associations.

I
EMPLOYMENT

1. Developing sources and channels
of labor supply;

(a) Outside sources.
1. ,Public employment offices.
2. Advertisements.
3. Applicants.

(b) Within the plant.
1. Promotions.

2. Interviewing and selection:
(a) Mental tests.
(b) Trade tests.

3. Investig'ation of past records of
applicants.

4. Introduction and follow up.

5. Rules and information.

6. Setting entrance wage rates within
limits.

7. Indentification badges, clock cards,
tool checks, locker keys.

8. Personnel records.

FACTORY TRAINING

1. Training department:
(a) New employees.
(b) Present employees.

2. Apprentice course.

3. Shop instruction.

4. Part-time training:
(a) Practical shopwork.
(b) Technical school.

1. In plant.
2. In pUblic schools.

5. Special co u r s e s (continuation
schools).

6. Evening classes:
(a) In shop~

(b) In public schools.
(c) In private schools.

7. Lectures.

r- I!.-- •
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industry and upon him depends the success or failure of all the vari
ous policies and functions built up in the organization to further
efficiency and progress. But it certainly is unreasonable to expect the
foreman to assume such duties as have been delegated to departments
that have been created for special purposes. The foreman makes
for the success or failure of these departments to a large extent, de
pendent upon the vision he has of the possibilities that lie in proper
distribution of effort.

(b) REQUISITro::-< FOR WORKERS.

The requisition of the foreman on the personnel department for
,vOl'kers should be made as far in advance of the time the men are
required as possible, in order that the employment office may get in
touch with the right men to fit the requisition as nearly as possible.
The requisition should be complete in its description of the kind of
workers wanted. 1Vhen the foreman's requisition is received, refer
ence is had to the specification sheet and the applicants are selected
by that measure. That information shown on the requisition should
include as much detail as practicable to aid the employment depart
ment in selecting the man desired. For the purpose of simplifying
record keeping a separate requisition should be made for each man or
class of workers wanted. .

(0) FOLLOW-UP REPORTS.

These are records of each worker filed in the personnel department
and periodically submitted to the foreman for information as to con
duct and progress made by each employee under him, as a basis for
judging the worker's development, progress, and work. The foreman
should not judge his men hastily; his initial judgment of a worker
is recorded on the follow-up report at the expiration of the trial
period and guides the personnel department as to retention, trans
fer, or dismissal of the worker, unless the foreman has recommended
actIon before the report is asked for. Thereafter, if the employee is
retained, the personnel department submits the form to the foreman
periodically for a record of his judgment of the worker.

(d) RECO~DIENDATIONSFOR TRANSFER.

The worker is given added confidence in the management if he
knows that failure on one, job does not necessarily mean dismissal,
and that he may eventually be placed in the line of work, or on the
job, that satisfies his ambition. .

Before making recommendation for transfer on the form used for
that purpose, it is advisable that the foreman consult with the per
sonnel department, for advice based upon their records. The matter
will be investigated by them. Such an investigation might include a
personal interview w,ith the worker and a study of the job in relation
to the man's health and strength, besides a reference to his recorded
experience for explaining the situation.

(e) RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROJIOTION.

A man who has just been given a raise that he did not know was
coming will suddenly develop remarkable interest in his work; it
will increase his capacity, especially if he is told at the same time
that the foreman and personnel department think he is deserving of
the a~vancement. The foreman's recommendations are usuallv suf
ficient for the personnel department to take action. If a wOI:ker is
not deserving of a raise or advancement, it is up to the foreman to
convince him wherein he should improve. .
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(I) RECOMJUENDATIONS FOR DISCHARGE.

The maintenance of discipline in a department is mainly up to
the foreman; it is in the natural range of his duties. But the appli
cation of discipline, by way of discharge, demotion, loss of time or
pay; should be finally administered by the personnel department to
obviate the danger of hasty judgments, applied in the heat of the
moment, without due regard for the worker's side of the matter.
By this means the foreman is rid of what is undoubtedly the greatest
bugbear and hindrance to effective leadership on his part; it safe
guards him as well as the worker. Recommendations for discharge
should be the very last move on the part of the foreman; he should
exhaust all other remedies before breaking a man's connection with
his livelihood.

The worker knows that his success or failure in an organization is
very largely in the foreman's hands. The making or marring of a
man's career is a mighty responsibility, but this is not overstating
the extent of a foreman's influence.

(g) COOPERATION WITH THE VARIOUS DIVISIONS OF THE PERSONNEL

DEPARTMENT.

1. Safety departmen.t.-Safety work. in a plant .depends largely
upon the extent to WhICh workers are Impressed wIth the necessity
of being careful at all times to avoid injury to themselves and others;
the foreman should influence workers to read the safety literature,
watch the safety bulletin boards and avoid risky haste in perform
ance of duties. The workers respect and appreciate the spirit that
prompts the foreman to put their safety above mere speed in the
production of ma~erials. In the freque.nt. consultations that safety
men must hold wIth foremen to get theIr Judgment on the installa
tion of safety devices, the foreman should be patient and helpful.
The safety men rely upon his judgment and respect his decisions;
they are trying to improve conditions in his department for the
mutual advantage of the workers and the management.

2. Medical department.-Some firms have introduced a rule that
all employees must be examined physically by the medical depart
ment once a year to assist in safeguarding them against occupational
strains, risks, and disease. If a foreman observes that a worker is
looking sick, he should not hesitate to advise him to go to the medi
cal department. As a rule, a faker can not get by the doctors, so
the foreman is protected. In cases that call for first-aid treatment,
the foreman can coo:perate to advantage by giving the injured men
the necessary attentIOn that will insure quiet and rest until the
medical department can attend to them. .

:' !



CHAPTER VI.

HANDLING MEN-LEADERSHIP.. -

1. Inducting new men.
(a) Getting records.
(b) Putting men at ease.
(c) Starting them on their duties.
(d) Inculcating shop discipline.

2. Adapting men to their work.
( a) Transfer.
( b) Upgrading.

8. Getting loyalty.
(a) Personal pride.
(b) Quality of workmanship.
(c) Shop spirit.
(d) Adherence to standards.

4. Wages and time adj ustments.
5. Discipline.

(a) Oral or written explanation.
( b) Persuasion.
(c) Enforcement.

6. Anticipating dissatisfaction (turnover).
7. Helping workmen.

(a) Mentally.
1. Fixing attention.

(b) Technically.
1. 'Vorking problems.
2. Planning arid foresight.

(c) Stimulating interest.
8. Getting production,

(a) Preparing equipment and tools.
(b) La~·ing out work.
(c) Enlisting interest of men.
(d) Appealing to team spirit.
(e) Appealing to competitive ambition.

9. Discharge.

1. Inducting new men.-One of the essential qualifications in a
good foreman is that he be a leader of men. 1Ve all recall how
uneasy we were when we first went on a new job; how pleased we
were when well receiyed and how discouraged if not well received.
Until the new worker is at ease his work will reflect his feeling.

The common shop jokes, such as sending a new man for a left
hand monkey wrench or for a bucket of steam, are gradually fading
away. They are decidedly out of place and wh~re practiced indicate
that the foreman has not as full control of Ins men as he should.
Starting a new man right by giving him necessary information will
often avoid embarrassing conditions. However, if the foreman is the
master of his department, none of this" playwork" will exist. Until
new men are fully accustomed to the requirements of their jobs and
their surroundings in their department, the foreman must give them
close supervision.

1247990 --19-----4 25
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(a) Oetting records.-If there is no employment office to maIm
records and get the new worker on the pay roll, the foreman will bo
responsible for it. Care should be had to get the name and personal
facts right and make plain entries, whether on cards or otherwise.
Such a record is frequently useful and should not be perfunctory. A
practical personal record card is appended. .

PERSONAL RECORD CARD.
(4 by 6 card.)

Employee·sname Department.............•...•........•
Address Raw.................................•
Employed for Sex , .Age...............•

Pi-e~:iousoccupations'.'.''-.'.''-.'.:'.'.'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~s~~ai defeci:,.: ..::~~~~.t.-::::::::::::
Previollsemployers (name last three): , .

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .Marrleci'orslngi,,::'.' .- :::::::::
Education: Last school attended """ ..........•...•... Dependents "" , ....•

ii1~k~~tf~~r~i~~~:::::::':'::~~~~~~ ~~g!~~~:.:.:.::::::: ::::::::: t~[~~:l~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::
Datetransferred ...........................•...... """'" ..... When................................•

~~~:~~!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~!i~~r;~~:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::
specfaicomii,eiii, ~~f~~W:N~Sciaiesj:"""""""'"

(b) Putting men at ease.-A pleasant reception lasts long in the
memory of any man; especially a new worker. The foreman's good
example will lead his men to help in getting new workers over the
trying time of starting to work. A little explanation of conditions
and statement of what is expected will help.

(0) Starting workers on their duties.-The foreman should assign
the new worker to a place and give him work with care. Show him
everything he needs to lmow and see that he gets all the materials,
accessories, and help needed. If a green worker, and there is no
training department, quiet, unobtrusive instruction will set things
going. During the first hours watch progress quietly and be ready
to help the worker, whose unfamiliarity with the methods and equiD
ment of the plant will hinder him for a time, no matter how go~d
a workman he may be.

(d) Discipline.-Ability to handle the serious problems of disci
pline stamps a foreman as successful. If a foreman is "on his job,"
giving his work and his men close supervision, and in close contact
with conditions, the need for enforcing discipline will be avoided.
However, when it becomes necessary to discipline a man the foreman
should be prompt in impressing upon the one being disciplined
where he was wrong, and endeavor to correct him. The foreman's
example will be a great help in this regard and a well disciplined
department is, as a rule, a well organized department reflecting the
example set by the leader.

Foremen have been able to greatly strengthen both themselves and
their department by keeping track of new men to make sure that they
are on the jobs best suited for them. Some foremen have adopted 'a
scheme of recording in graphic form their daily production, also the
amount of work not passing inspection. Such records show clearly

http:Department.............�...�
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the progress of these men and indicate where efforts should be
directed to improve them. It has been found that where new em
ployees are given such attention and understand their place in the
department the need for strict disciplining almost disappears.

2. Adapting men to their work.-If men are found to be at work
for which they are suited, a problem is 'presented for which one
of three solutions exist: They may be given other work within the
department; or transferred out of the department, or trained. If
none of these things can be done, they should be let go.

(ai Transfer.-It costs the company money to hire new employees.
But It costs money to keep unfit men also; and the foreman should
keep the company's larger interests in mind. To pass a man who is
not good enough for his department into another department is bad
practice, and reflects upon the judgment of the foreman. Often
restless and dissatisfied employees abuse the practice by asking
transfers unreasonably. Transfers should not be given aside from
regular shop practice, or to " pass the buck." On rare occasions a
transfer may be best to settle bad feeling, but disciplinary transfers
are dangerous.

(b) Upgrading.-I£ a worker is obviously not up to the task, either
in quality or quantity, the foreman may give him training on the
job, either himself or by assigning some good worker to supervise
him until his methods are corrected. If there is a training depart
ment the man may be sent there. It is well to be sure that the work
man is in fault, for sometimes faulty equipment or other causes may
prevent full production.

3. Getting loyalty.-If there is one thing a foreman likes in his
men it is their loyal spi:r.it. This is not a difficult spirit to instill in
his men, if the foreman, realizing how much these men look up to him
as their model and reflect his spirit, treats them right. The men
want a square deal every time and resent unfair treatment. The
habit of "passing the buck" indicates a lack of loyalty both on the
part of the foreman and his men. It will be a great help to the
foreman if he will endeavor to understand his men. The little diffi
culties which often occur in most departments are great tests of
the ability of a foreman, and the results obtained by his endeavor to
straighten them out are good evidence of his qualifications as a
leader. The foreman should make every effort to see that justice is
given to parties concerned in any difficulty. The foreman who can
rise above his personal likes and dislikes and treat every man with
even-handed fairness may expect to receive back the loyalty he gives.

(a) Persona}, pride.-While it may seem unnecessary to refer very
much to the foreman's pride in his work yet there are some foremen
who give this matter very little attention. Unless a foreman takes
special pride in his job and in his man, it can not be expected that
he will be very successful. Workmen as a rule are gmat imitators,
and it might well be stated that" as the foremen, so are his men."
Often, too, the foreman will have an opportunity thus to better his
workmen in this regard, and where they see an example they can
readily imitate, results in tliis connection will be more highly satis
factory.

'Where both workman and foreman are proud of the work they
are doing, it is quite certain that the loyalty of the men will be of the
highest.
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(b) Workmanship.-A foreman, as a rule, qualifies himself for his
position because of his workmanship. In his daily practice he is
called upon continually to see that the workmanship of his men is, at
least, up to the standards of his department. Unless he is thoroughly
acquainted with these standards and unless he is able to advise his
men how they can reach the standards, he lllay have serious difficulty.
1Vorkmen endeavor to turn out a job in as good condition as "the
boss." The foreman should always endeavor to hold the workman
ship of his department to the highest standard, and make his men
proud of the quality of their department's work.

(c) Shop spirit.-Shop spirit depends upon tha individual's atti
tude toward conditions, superiors, and his work in general. It may
be developed by the conditions of the industry-if the plant's prod
uct stands out from others-there is usually an apparent loyalty
which may be intensified by recreational or other mutual benefits.

Meetings of various sorts furnish an excellent medium through
which to promote this spirit.

This spirit should be capitalized by a foreman for positive results.
It is a cooperation among individuals where these individuals have
COlllmon interests or are working out kindred ideas.

(d) Adhering to standards.-As a rule, the standards of a depart
ment represent the results of much thought and long experience.
They not only refer to quality and quantity in work but also as to
conduct of the men. Some standards are those of interchangeability,
limits, tolerance, time, quality, reputation, conduct, and sanitation.
It is only through close supervision that such standards can be at
tained. In this case, as in others, the example that the foreman sets
will playa very important part.

4. Wage and time adjustments.-To the workman there is
nothing more irritating than mistakes in his weekly envelope. Those
of us who have gone through this experience appreciate what might
be said under this heading. ·Wherever possible, the foreman should
exercise particular care to avoid such mistakes. A full explanation
is due the parties affected and when this becomes the duty of the fore
man he should exercise it with great care, endeavoring to help the
man rather than abuse him. It is advisable that this be delicately
managed, especially when a workman is leaving the employ of the
company. It is more satisfactorv to all concerned to have such a man
leave with a good feeling rather than the unpleasant thoughts
brought about by a time shortage or a mistake in wages.

5. Discipline.-The word" discipline" is formidable to the com
mon mind, having the sound of" punishment." As a matter of fact
discipline involves instruction, training, and correction as well as
punishment. Maintenance of discipline means sustaining established
rules.

(a) Oral 01' written explanation.-Certain instructions for new
employees must be given orally; some may be printed. Some foremen
reiterate to employees don'ts rather than the things they should do.

"'Vhen discipline is required more results can be expected if the man
is taken quietly aside for a heart-to-heart talk. A foreman who can
make the man see his point of view or that of the management has
gone far toward instilling discipline. The question" Do you want
to get me in wrong or get other employees in wrong? " will cause an
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employee to reflect and he will not need discipline for the same thing
a second time. •

The disciplining of groups of employees is a harder tasks. Here
it may be better to have written notices. Care should be taken to
word every notice clearly.

The method of posting or distributing information deserves a word.
A bulletin board in a good place which attracts attention without
blocking traffic is the best way. On this board should be put typed
or printed notices.

(b) Persuasion.-Probably the most effective method of getting
discipline home to the individual is by persuasion..Every man is sub
ject to persuasion. If the superior has the employee's respect initially,
his argument will be the more effective. The quiet exercise of the
foreman's authority will have a lasting effect. The man who is dis
ciplined will publish the fact by his action as much as by words.
Thus respect toward the foreman is increased.

(c) EnfoT·cement.-Enforcement of discipline implies insistence
upon proper ways of doing things where digression from the estab
lished way has be~n made by an individual or group. The foreman
who scrupulously adheres to standards, will have httle difficulty in
enforcing the necessary discipline for his department. The foreman
inclined to be slack will experience all sorts of petty difficulties. He
has less control over individuals and groups. Control of depart
mental situations, big and little, means control over the individuals
and the department as a whole. The breaking of ordinary rul~s and
regulations calls for attention on the part of the foreman. Take
for example two classes-the gossip and the shirker. A minute or
two occasionally does not call for notice from the foreman. But if
these men day after day lose a haH hour from production, it is time
to deal with them. The offense is noted the first time but should not
always be brought to attention. If rope is given these men they will
"hang themselves." After two or three times the foreman should
take them aside and show them how much they are losing to pro
duction. If then they do not mend their ways other, stricter methods
must be adopted.

6. Anticipating dissatisfaction.-A dissatisfied workman is a
bad element in any department. His influence upon his fellow-work
men is h~rmful and the effect upon the J?roduction of the d.epart:me~t
soon notIceable. The foreman can aVOld embarrassment m tIllS dI
rection by keeping in close touch with his men and remedying the
first signs of dissatisfaction. He should give the matter due con
sideration, for the dissatisfaction may be due to working conditions
or wages or the attitude of employees toward each other, and cor
rection of conditions, not of men, be needed. He should exercise
cool judgment, extending every effort to make proJ?er adjustments
and avoid the difficulties that usually result where dIssatisfied work
men become numerous in a department.

7. Helping workmen.
(a) Mentally.-The foreman's close contact with the workers gives

him unusual opportunity to Imow and encourage them in their work.
He should deal with them according to their dispositions. Some
nood encouragement, kindness, gentle methods; and others firmness
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and strictness. Harshness should never be used unless absolutely
necessary. Let the workers lmow they are expected to make good
and that they may count upon utmost help from their foreman.
Many a man, discouraged by his inability to make the progress he
would like, owing to bad material or conditions beyond his control,
has quit with the remark, "·What's the use, nobody takes any interest
in this job." A word of encouragement and help from the foreman
would have saved him to the company and redoubled his energy.

(b) Teclmically.-(l) Working problems: Let the workers under·
stand that you desire to help them, and prove it. If a man spoils a
job, don't let everyone about lmow it. Set to work with him, analyze
the situation, find the cause of the spoilage; and show him how to
overcome his wealmess. Encourage men to bring their technical diffi.
culties up for advice and to report spoiled work and mistakes. Make
an example of those who willfully let bad work go through to be
discovered later, and let the cause of their discharge be Imown to
them and the rest; but those who are" square" should be given every
possible help.

(2) Plannin~ and foresight: Even in little details, such as getting
tools ready before time, placing them most conveniently, etc., men
delay themselves oft~n by not taking thought. Quiet advice will help
them materially and increase their output and contentment.

(c) Stimulating interest.-Men are interested in other things be
sides their weekly envelope. We have but to recall our own experi
ence in this to convince ourselves that other workmen are equally
anxious for an opportunity to express themselves or" get somewhere."
:Many workmen are endeavoring to improve themselves either
through home study or evening school work, and if a foreman has
close acquaintance with his men he will very shortly discover this.
A wise foreman will recognize these interests and endeavor to fur
ther stimulate them by helpful suggestions. In some factories fore·
men have resorted to friendly competition between their men and
have appealed to their spirit by having another department enter a
competition where the weekly production or the weekly spoilage of
one department compares with another.. In some cases a score board
has been used on which to post these percentages, or a shop paper is
employed.

8. Getting production.-The main function of a foreman is to
get production. His ability to get it is the standard by which the
management judges of his efficiency. Production is primary. Every
thing else is subsidiary.

(a) Preparing equipment and tools.-When a production order is
received the foreman should check up everything to be used for the
order. Gages and tools must be tested t() see if they will answer for
the prescribed limits. Many factories have centralized tool cribs for
care and upkeep of tools. Others are spread about larger factories
for the convenience of workmen in the various departments. Some
plants hold their foremen entirely responsible for the tools. ·Where
tool cribs are used, the man is generally given a certain number of
checks which he exchanges at the crib for the tools he must have and
he is held responsible for such tools until they are returned.

It is customary for a department to keep a finished specimen of a
part for a sample, which may be used as a check against a set-up.
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The weak points which might sh~w up in a finished product should
be indicated to the workman.

Machines should be properly repaired against the arrival of ma
terial. Every piece of equipment to be used should be tested and in
spected.

(b) Laying out work.-Every foreman lays out work for employ
ees in some way. .A foreman will consider the job that is to be done,
then will turn toward the most likely man to do the job. He will
estimate the mental grasp of the man to handle the new work; his
technical skill; the capacity of the tools and machines at hand.

Proper distribution or laying out of work will enable the foreman
to visualize his department as a whole. It will show him the strong
and weak points, and he can strengthen the latter. It will save the
loss of time between jobs and keep production flowing. It will make
him always seek the proper man for the proper job.

(c) Enlisting interest of men in prod'uction.-To enlist the inter
est of the individual workman the foreman should assure himself
that the workman understands his job. A detailed explanation may
be necessary, especially if the job is a new one. Nat only must his
functions be in mind, but also a proper knowledge of the necessary
equipment. he works with. Sometimes pacemakers are advisable
where a group of men are on the same work.

",Vhile it is not always advisable, the foreman who can give work to
men who have an interest in certain types of work can generally de
pend upon production from such men.

A foreman does not, as a rule, present often enough nor clearly
enough to his subordinates the primary reason why he must have
production; that is, so his department will make money. If his
department makes money, naturally the men will.

(d) Appealing to teamspirit.-Team spirit is the working to
gether for an objective for the benefit of the whole. One of the
outstanding features of team spirit is the constant interest each man
has in seeing that his own part is well performed as well as watching
that the" other fellow" keeps np to scratch.

The goal they are striving for should be set up whether it is real or
intangible. ",Vhether it is a tangible prize or a name or record to be
established should be clearly outlined. The foreman can appeal to
this spirit. He should make it plain that increased production is the
material gain, and that while the group or department rather than
any individual is the profiter from the prestige gained, as in all team
work, the individual will share in the honors.

(e) Appealing to cov),petitive ambition.-To a man of normal
mind and physique, records arouse ambition to excel. A record, his
own or some one else's on the same type of work, can be presented to
a workman and the foreman might ask if he can beat it. He will
usually try hard to do so. With two individuals working on the
same work-as far as possible with all things equal-friendly rivalry
can be started. But it is better when several are at the same work.
Incentives may take the form of prize or praise-something of
material worth or something esteemed because it represents the atten
tion given to accomplishment. Medals are sometimes used or cups
suitably engraved. .
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9. Discharge.-'Vhen it becomes the foreman's duty to discharge
a workman he should make sure that he has before him all facts
which warrant this discharge, and he should make it clear to the
party concerned why he is being so discharged. Every workman is
entitled to this. The practice of discharging workmen carelessly
and without explanation is very extensive and harmful. In large
factories where the discharged person must clear through the employ
ment office, and the foreman is obliged to furnish complete reasons
for recommending discharge, this is somewhat checked, but in wost
factories the power lies in the foreman.

It is a question whether all foremen appreciate what it mean" to
habitually discharge men upon the least provocation. This hampers
production; it necessitates that the discharged man be replaced and
a new man broken in on his job with the possibility of the same
procedure being repeated. If the foreman could but realize the effect
of this practice upon his personal success, it is quite certain that he
would endeavor to avoid the practice.



CHAPTER VII.

HANDLING MEN-TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE.

Technical knowledge.
1. Tools.
2. Equipment.
8. Material.

(a) Theory of materials.
(b) Trade practices.

4. General technical knowledge.
(a) Design.
(b) Mafuematics.
(c) English.
(d) Trade literature and text books.
(e) Literature pertaining to employment.
(f) Visiting other plants.
(g) Forms lind records.

Technical Qualifications.

There is a difference between technical and practical qualifications:
Practical qualifications are absorbed through experience; technical
qualifications are gained through study, investigation, and research.
Some foremen have a natural technical inclination and acquire
readily, others must study hard. The foreman should appreciate
the value of the technical qualifications of his trade, knowledge of
tools, equipment, records and materials. He then will be better able
to explain and demonstrate to his men, and will gain their respect
and loyalty. The foreman will gain in ability to handle men, will
increase Ins resourcefulness, and the result will show in production.

1. TooIs.-There are many kinds of tools in industry, each to be
selected, arranged, used and cared for. There is much for the fore
man to learn in a technical way in order to get the best out of each
tool that he must use or instruct others in the use of. There is
capacity, endurance, adaptability, simplicity, accuracy, materials, and
much else that enter into the make-up of modern tools, with which
the foreman should be familiar. Study of catalogues and trade jour
nals will helf in getting more knowledge of the relative qualities and
usefulness 0 tools.

2. Equipment.-All necessary appliances are classed as equip
ment. It is just as important that the foreman know the proper use
and care of equipment as it is of the tools or materials. However,
elements entermg into use and care of equipment are often different
than the requirements of the tools. The knowledge gained by study
will make possible proper selection, arrangement, use and care, etc.,
and this study should be made with a view to improving prOduction,
prolonging the service, making recommendations to the management
and advismg his workers as to proper use and care. The foreman
knows much of the practical side of equipment, but study of the
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technical side through text books, the training school, the assistance
of the management and the cooperation of the equipment manu4

facturer will broaden his viewpoint.

3. Materials.
(a) Theory of materials.-The foreman should seek to know all

about the materials he works on, even to their very source; where the
material may be mined or grown, or combined or extracted, their
derivation and the component parts of which they are made, and
also the processes upon them leading up to his work. As far as pos
sible, this information may be imparted to the workmen to arouse
their interest. He should learn the best way to select and handle
his material; the most modern methods of working and the "why"
of every operation in his department.

(b) Trade practices.-Since the beginning of industry the workers
have established methods of accomplishment. These methods have
been accepted by executives and put into common use throughout the
industry and are generally known as trade practices.

In recent years, through the development of the technical elements
in industry, there have been many radical changes in trade practices.
Some have been discarded, others enlarged upon, and new standards
of accomplishment have been set up, multiplying many times the
results formerly attained. The foreman should keep pace with de
veloping trade practices. His subordinates prefer the modern idea,
the modern foreman and the modern factory. They feel that ad
vancement is possible where the latest trade practices are accepted
and applied; they are more dependable.

4. General technical knowledge.
(a) De8ign.-The foreman should know how to express his own

ideas by means of a drawing. If he has an inventive or creative
mind, a knowledge of design will be materially helpful to him.
Drawing is shop language; he conveys his ideas to others by means
of sketches and he may grasp the thoughts of others expressed by a
design.

As design is a part of most industries, the foreman will be more
capable of directing the work of others by fortifying himself with
this knowledge. There are books upon design in every industry;
and both public and private schools teach applied design.

(b) 1)[athematics.-The foreman should familiarize himself at
least with the mathematics necessary to his work. He should thor
oughly master the various measuring and testing devices which he
may have to use. He should be able to make calculations for himself
and his workers so as to check up his tools, materials and product.
The textbook of his trade is usually complete with all mathematics.

(e) English.-A knowledge of English is essential so that a fore
man can properly interpret his orders or impart orders to his workers,
either spoken or written. The ability to use good English will be a
means of preventing mistakes, and for one having authority to give
orders it is obligatory that such orders be clear and concise. If de
ficient in this regard it is well to take a course in English in some
good school. .

(d) Trade literature and teiiJtbooks.-From trade literature the
foreman gains a knowledge of the new methods through up-to-date
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discoveries and the various new combinations of materials in in
dustry; he sees the advertisements of equipment and materials and
notes their advancement and claims made for their superiority; he
also learns of the activities of his industry and the general trend of
eVents.

The textbook is a storehouse of general information on the applica
tion of methods to be used by the foreman in his daily work, and
suggests solutions for m~ny of the production troubles a foreman
rnav encounter.

vVhere the management neglects to do so, the foreman should pro
vide himself with the best of trade literature and textbooks. Arti
cles of particular interest should be extracted and indexed for refer
ence, advancement being now too rapid and complex for dependence
on mental notes. Systematic study of trade literature and textbooks
is a means for the foreman to upgrade himself.

(e) LiteJ'atuTe peTtaining to 6mployment.-This is a field from
which every foreman can get valuable information. Managers now
appreciate the necessity of systematic and improved methods in em
ployment, and the foreman should begin to learn the teachings of
this field. To successfully manage an industry to-day requires an
understanding and an appreciation of human relations. The fore
man is the medium of expression of this understanding and appre
ciation from the management to the "Workers; hence the necessity for
him to have knowledge on this subject. Scientific employment is
based on experience; records have been kept, results established. and
the foreman should know how to apply the principles so as to s'cien
tifically fit a man for his work. The foreman will gain an appre
ciation of the importance of his o"Wn place in industry and he will
see how all of these factors are resulting in increased production.

(I) Visiting otheT plants.-This opportunity should be requested
of the management. ·Where the privilege is not offered, a well
defined line of the object of the visit should be prepared. A letter of
introduction stating briefly this object and extending an invitation
for a return visit would be good diplomacy. A record should be
made of the findings. The foreman will find a properly conducted
visit of great educational value to himself, usually permitting the
study of improvements in production methods, tools, capacities, and
machines.

(g) Forms and TccoTds.-In every department certain record forms
are used. The" why" of every printed forin of his own department
and a general knowledge of all the forms used in the factory should
be learned by the foreman; where they begin, their progress, their
function and disposition. He should appreciate the importance of
records and how other departments depend upon his handling of
them. The foreman should have a complete record of what is going
on in his own department, to determine his department standing. A
record check on every man will assist in bringing men up to a higher
standard, and enable the foreman with justice to give increases or
promotions. A record will also show what he can promise his man
agement in way of delivuies. The ability to produce for tomorrow
is based on the records of yesterday. Production and cost uecords are
very essential to success. There should be tool and capacity records
and also capacity records of the employees. The ability to keep rec
ords is a valuable technical qualification.





CHAPTER VIII.

DISCRETIONARY POWERS OF A FOREMAN.

1. Rating.
2. Interviewing applicants for employment.
S. Hiring men.
4. Discharge.
5. Recommendations for discharge or transfer.
6. Investigation to determine responsibility.
7. Hecommending 01' muking pl'omotions.
8. Leaves of absence.
e. Encouragement of suggestions by employees.

(a) Personal attitude.
( b) Suggestion boxes.

10. Preparution of competent understudy.
11. Delegating responsibility.

Beside his regularly assigned duties relating to production, the
foreman has powers which he may exercise or not at his discretion.
Some of these· are briefly referred to. In many instances, wise self
control suggests sparing use of such authority.

1. Rating workers.-The foreman is often yested with discre
tion in proyisionally assigning a 'wage rate to a new employee, sub
ject to correction upon experience and demonstration of competence.
This should be done with caution. If set too high, it may be neces
sary to let the worker go eYentually through dissatisfaction; if set
too low, injustice may result. Perhaps it is better to name limits at
first and watch the way the worker conducts himself before fixing
the actual rates and reporting them. .

2. Interviewing applicants for ernployrnent.-Most foremen
still have this study, although many large establishments tend to turn
this worker oyer to their employment departments. 'Vhere the fore
man-has to interview, he should exercise tact, be kindly and reason
able in his inquiries. The company can not afford to have incom
petent men hired; and still less to let a good man get away. A little
study will develop a stock of trade questions which will find a way
into the applicant's real knowledge of his occupation. Find where
he has worked, and what he did; what grade and kind of work he
was on. Study his physique and character. Chapter V giYes much
helpful information on this subject.

3. Hiring rnen.-'When the foreman wishes to protect his force
against anticipated demand, he may have to decide whether to hire
more men or not. If he knows the capacity of his force and th~

coming demand he can form an estimate.
4. Discharge.-If there is a question of discipline, and discharge

seems necessary, every fact should be studied before action. Dis
charges should not be made in a temper, but upon sound reasoning
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and the worker should be given full and fair explanation. It is
usually cheaper to give the man training than to let him go.

5. Recommendations for discharge or transfer.-Such recom
mendations should not be made hastily. It does not help a foreman's
record to have a large turnover in his department.

6. Investigations to determine responsibility.-1Vhen matters
slip in the department, the foreman must first find what caused the
fall-down. There may be spoilage, machine breakdown. or tools
damaged; delays in deliveries or handling of work or bad blood
among the workers. Quiet investigation, without overbearing man
ners or threats of punishment, will sooner get to the bottom of the
trouble. It is easier to blame somebody; but that will not prevent
another holdup, and cool study may raise the general morale and
make the incident a real benefit. After going into the subject in this
way the foreman will often find it better to let matters drop and
use his discretion to promote peace.

7. Recommending or making promotions.-In nearly every in
dustry some rules exist for promoting a worker or raising his wages.
The element of... time is commonly important. Too frequently fore
men are accused of having" favorites" in making or recommending
promotions. When a worker does a good job, note it; and give
him something bigger when the chance comes. Observe the man
whom the other workers ask for advice; he is a It'ader, and fit for
larger work. If the discretion of initiating promotions is wisely used,
it will build up a fine spirit of emulation and loyalty both to fore
man and company.

8. Leaves of absence.-If men are granted leaves of absence
when their requests are reasonable, there will be less temptation to
bluff or give" fake" excuses for absences. The habit of taking a
few days off at frequent intervals, when once developed by a con
siderable number of men in a department, is difficult to break up.
The acceptance of made-up excuses fosters such a habit. It is per
haps equally bad, however, to treat all requests for leave of absence
with suspicion. Even the most conscientious man will soon feel that
since truthful reasons are treated no better than "fakes," he might
as well make the most plausible one he can think up. So far as
possible the foreman should acquaint himself with the habits and
home conditions of his men, and treat their requests with knowledge
and consideration. Annual leaves of absence should be granted if
possible. Men have a better opportunity then to recuperate from past
efforts and to prepare themselves physically for future labors.

9. Encouragement of suggestions from employees.
(a) The personal attitude.-One of the surest means by which a

foreman can arouse the interest of his workers is to encourage their
suggestions and cooperation in the work. It develops initiative and
stirs up ambition. ·When assigning jobs ask the suggestions of com
petent workmen. Discuss these suggestions impartially and when
the method has been selected show the workman what determined
the choice. Suggestions having no value should be summarily re
jected; but show the man that his interest is appreciated and make
dear to him the reasons making his idea impracticable.

(b) Suggestion boxes.-Some companies place suggestion boxes in
their departments and give rewards for ideas when accepted. ,

I
I
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'Whether ideas are brought out in this way or by his own attitude, the
foreman should do his best to see that the men who make practical
suggestions are properly rewarded.

10. Preparation of competent understudy.-'Vhen a foreman
trains a man competent to take a Ioreman's position he paves the way
for his own promotion and renders a valuable service to his company.
The man selected to be trained should be a competent workman, re
liable, a good personality, well liked by his fellow workmen. Give
him opportunities to work in different sections of the department, so
he may become familiar with all the work of the department, and
learn to understand the qualifications and peculiarities of men. On
occasion put him in temporary charge of ~everal men and hold him
responsible for their work. Accustom him to plan ahead. men the
foreman has business outside, let him have charge of the department.

11. Delegating responsibility.-The foreman is usually held re
sponsible for all the operations of his department, in detail. It is
impossible that he personally watch every worker, check up every
record, etc. Therefore, much of the routine portions of the work
must be assigned to subordinates. The foreman's success will de
pend very much upon the wisdom with which he selects men to dis
charge these small parts of his general responsibility, and the care he
uses in showing them how to discharge their duties to him.
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CHAPTER IX.

DUTIES OF A FOREMAN.

1. Assignment of men to tasks.
2. Supervision of workers.
B. Illstrudion of workers.
4. Instruction of apprentices.
15. The training department.
6. Maintenance of order and discipline.

. 7. Enforcement of company policies.
(a) Safety.
(b) Sanitation.

S. Promotion of application and interest.
9. Knowledge of emergency policies.

10. First ald.
11. Inspection of product.
12. Care of equipment.
13. Repairs.
14. Records.

(a) Time records.
(b) Production.
(c ) Spoilage.
( d ) Other records.

15. Requisitions for help.
16. Requisitions for supplies, materials, and equIpment..
17. Reporting irregularities.
18. Reports on production.
19. Getting production.

The duties of a foreman vary with the size and type of his organi
zation. In the smaller shops the fOJleman's work includes a great
many duties which in larger organizations would be assigned to
others. In some organizations the duties of management are dis
tributed and the foreman may attend solely to the instruction of
employees, with no executive duties. In another type, the instruc
tion is intrusted to a separate department, and the foreman's duties
are purely executive, while in still another organization the foreman
is required to combine instruction with executive duties. The func
tion of a foreman is to assume whatever duties the management may
assign td him. Many a foreman has gotten himself into a great deal
of trouble by trying to instruct the manager as to the correct form
of organization and method of conducting the business, while neglect
ing those essential duties that were assigned to him. The following
list of duties will apply generally and are, we believe, the funda
mental duties of foremanship:

1. Assignment of men to tasks.
2. Supervision and instruction of workers.
3. Inspection-quality and quantity of work.
4. Encouragement of workers.
5. Movement of work and materials.
6. Care and supply of tools and equipment.
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7. Keeping of records.
8. Disciplme.
9. Maintenance of cleanliness and order.
10. Morale--'--Creating the proper shop attitude or spirit. .
These principles will apply to any form of industrial organization.

In some cases it may be necessary to refer only to s9me of them,
owing to the narrowing down of the range of duties of the foreman.
But in whatever type of organization the foreman may find himself,
we believe this list will include his duties.

1. Assignment of men to tasks.-Keeping the workers supplied
with work, getting continuous operation, is one of the first duties of
the foreman. Anything that interrupts continuous operation re
tards production and cuts down efficiency. To accomplish this the
foreman must be systematic, acquainted with the capacity of ma
chines and workers, and must plan work ahead of the workers. He
should habitually make notes and refer to them, and keep records
to know the needs of his department.

Let the foreman take a quiet walk through the shop at the day's
end. It will reveal to him many things that he would not otherwiso
see, and will show him just where supplies will be needed on the
following day. If necessary, he can order materials, make notes to
his assistant to get tools ready, and arrange to have necessary parts
moved where needed. Some foreman may resent the idea of staying
after the whistle blows to do this. But if he tries it for a while, he
will find himself more than repaid by the peace of mind which ho
will have through the day. If he simply awaits developments fro111
hour to hour, he will find employees continually and unexpectedly
running out of work and he will be unprepared to tell them what to
do. To know exactly what to do next is of invaluable help to the
foreman, and its effect on the morale of the worker can not be over
estimated. 'Where there is a planning department, this work of the
foreman is much easier, but, nevertheless, he should have his work
planned ahead by looking over what has been laid out by the plan
ning department and, if necessary, call their attention to the fact
that some of the men are going to be out of work unless they get
busy. There is a tendency sometimes on the part of the foreman to
assume the attitude that it is up to the planning department; "vVhy
should I trouble my mind about it?" That will not help the fore
man, the planning department, nor the company. If the planning
department is falling down in the matter of providing sufficient
work, the foreman should not hesitate to prompt them and to fight
vigorously for a sufficient supply of work to keep his men going.

1£ the foreman can not stay a little while after hours to do his
planning, he should set aside a definite time toward the end of the
day for this work and arrange to have the supeYVision of the depart
ment taken care of by an assistant or some one assigned specially for
that hour. It is very important that he do this planning at least a
day ahead, and when he leaves the shop at night he should be able to
say to himself: "VVell, I have everything ready for tomorrow's
work."

To make certain that the workers do not run out of work unex
~)eetedly, it is sometimes advisable to make a rule that each employee
shall notify the foreman ono hour before his job will be finished.
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This will give the foreman a chance to'see that the next job is ready.
This has been tried with good success.

2. Supervision of workers.-Supervision is one of the chief func
tions of the foreman. In doing this he must study the individual
capabilities of the workers; keep records of. their behavior and pro
ductive ability; take note of any special qualification or characteris
tic; keep a record of these qualifications and the percentage of ef
ficiency of each employee. Every foreman should have a card index
with a card for each employee. (See Chapter 6). Wherever pos
sible, it is best to handle employees individually rather than en
masse. The only real contact which the management has with the
individual employee is through the foreman. This intimate knoTI'I
edge of the foreman will enable him to rightly judge the capacities
and capabilities of each worker and to more intelligently supervise (~

the distribution of work to each employee according to his 01' her
abilitv.

3. Instruction of workers.-Instruction involves many things,
such as having material so placed that it can be hancUed by the
worker without too much effort; proper handling of machines or
tools; clothing; safety; seeing that the job is being; done in the right
way; observing and advising regarding quality of work; noting
quantity, and instructing the worker how to overcome low produc
tion; and many other elements entering into the particular processes
being supervised.

To accomplish this the foreman should make an outline of his
duties and, as far as possible, schedule his time for each duty.

Some foremen continually ramble about the shop but know no
more when they get through than when they started, having no defi
nite idea what they are looking for.

The wise thing is to make a list of points for supervision and in
struction, in numerical order after the employee's name. Observe,
question and instruct employees upon these points, making notes for
rderence. The following; outline will illustrate:

Employee No. 10, Smith. Points tor supervisio11r--Remarks.

Safety of worker 0. K.
Handling machinery Needs instruction.
Tools, are they sharp? O. K.
Is work placed properlyl Bench too low; worker has to stoop

to pick up parts.
UBing right methodsl O. K.
Quantity of work A little behind; should ha,e 100

pieces-has 75 pieces. Reasons
belt slipping. Have it corrected.

Quality of work 0. Ie
Condition of rnachine Bearings getting loose; report to ma-

chine repair man.
~When will they be ready for new job I-_.About 4 p. m. to-day; get after more

men.
Any trouble or difficulty I- ~ K o.

·When the foreman has toured the shop, making observations and
asking such questions of each employee, he will have definite informa
tion not obtainable in any other way. If several such trips are made
each day, he will obtain a good working knowledge of the condition
and needs of his department. 1£ the department is too large to get
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around in one day, he should'have this done by his sub£oremen and
get the reports from them.

This should be in addition to the reports of subforemen who get
around their particular sections several times a day. The subfore
men help but can not replace the foreman's personal contact.

4, Instruction of apprentices,-Unle,ss there is a foreman of ap
prentices, or apprentice instructor, the foreman will be responsible
for the apprentices within his department. The future of the trade
depends upon the thorough instruction of these young men, and the
foreman should not neglect them. The best workmen in the plant
should be interested in helping them to learn the successive operations
of the plant, and the foreman should be their friend. It is especially
imlJOrtant not to drift into the habit of using these boys on one op
eration because they can do it pretty well, and so deprive them of the
broad knowledge of the trade, to get which they are accepting lower
pay. ,

5. The training department.-If there is a training department
in the organization, the foreman will be relieved of the duty of in
structing the workers as to the right way to do the job. That will
all be outlined and the workers will be trained and instructed by that
department. The foreman who has the cooperation and help of a
training department is very fortunate and he should give his hearty
assista~ce and cooperation to the training director. They should be
real fnends, for each needs the other's help.

The foreman in his daily rounds of observation should see among
other. things that the methods of doing the work laid down by the
training director or instructor are being followed.

He should remember also that no man's word is final as to methods
of work, should encourage the workers to make suggestions, and see
that such suggestions are credited to them and that the superin
tendent or manager is told that the new idea emanated from the
employee in question. If the management is wise, they will see that
the employee's effort in this respect does not pass unnoticed. The
real mine of knowledge of the processes of industry is in the workers
themselves.

Of course any new or improved methods of doing any particular
job that should he suggested by an employee or by the foreman
should pass through the proper channels, and if there is a training
department it should be turned over to them to be put into effect by
instruction.

If there is no training department or organized training for his
department, the foreman should adyocate the introduction of one, or
ask permission to assign the work of training and instruction upon
working methods to some person in the department. Failing in this,
he will have to give as much attention to it as his many duties will
permit.

6. Maintenance of order and discipline.-Rules and regula
tions should be established, and so far as possible they should be
rigid; workmen should be instructed and trained to act in acco'rdance
WIth these rules. Close supervision and personal appeal will assist
in maintaining order and discipline. The foreman should not only
instruct the beginner, but should improve the older men with a view
to raising the standard,
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A foreman maintains order in his department by his own example.
The foreman's desk should be strategjcally located, as much depends
on his workers knowing his advantageous position. vVorkmen should
be encouraged with the idea of the best department. Good judgment
should be used in the enforcement of rules and regulations. Most
rules have an exception, but the exception should never become the
rule.

7. Enforcement of company policies.-The policies of a com
pany represent any definite course of action which they may adopt

. and follow. They may be written or unwritten. They can be made
arbitrarily at any particular time to establish a precedent. They
may involve the foreman and the workers. They need explanation
in the beginning and continuous follow-up to maintain.

(a) Safety and sanitation.-The company policy regarding safety
and sanitation thrusts a duty on the foreman for their enforcement.
The importance of safety and sanitation can not be over estimated.
The foreman has the principal responsibility in this matter. Safety
measures are necessary because of carelessness and carelessness is a
habit that requires diligent instruction and watchfulnes to overcome.
The foreman must insist on the observance of the safety and sanita
tion rules and should provide penalties for some violations and bad
examples to avoid repetition. Constant correction is necessary. "A
careful man is the best known safety device."

8. Promotion of application and interest.-The foreman has a
duty to interest the worker so as to get his best efforts. .some knowl
edge of the materials imported to the worker, a discussion of the
methods of the work, or a request for suggestions to improve the
processes should awaken an interest and cause the worker to gjve his
best thought and action.

9. Knowledge of emergency policies.-First aid, plant provi
. sions for medical treatment, and any information required to get

nurses, doctors, ambulances or hospitals, should be at hand.
In the event of accident, let him render first aid immediately and

as quickly as possible remove the injured. He should notify the
proper parties at once to render additional treatment. Turning back
to his department, the foreman should attempt to analyze the acci
dent to find the cause for it and then remove the cause. A report in
writing should be rendered to superiors both on the accident and find
ings thereon. Then let him advertise and post information on the
accident, its causes, and corrections made to overcome the possibility
of recurrence.

Acts of violence sometimes occur within a plant. A foreman
should use his authority so far as possible at such a time. He shoul~l

call on the trusty men in his department for support and on his
superiors. If beyond the limit of his powers, the plant police should
be called in and, if necessary, steps taken to secure the city police.
Company property should be protected. A search for causes and
their removal should take place. A report on the case and his find
ings should be made to superiors and finally discipline exaded and
punishment given. _

The sudden emergencies which arise call for some prethought and
knowledge on the part of the foreman as to steps he would take in
the event of the breaking out of one of them. For example, what
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should the foreman do in case of fire, of failed power, of accident,
or of acts of violence ~ There are steps which he should have well
in mind beforehand, preparing himself for the emergency and those
steps which he would take at the actual time of emergency.

For a case of fire, he should organize a fire crew. The foreman
should take care that liberal provisions are at hand to fight fire
not only that the law is complied with but more than complied with.
Fire drills should occur with frequency to acquaint the employees
with signals and exits and the organized fire-fighting force. Fre
quent inspection of fire-fighting equipment should be resorted. to.
It is most important that the foreman should remove the posslblo
causes of fire within his own department and make frequent inspec
tion of these places where fire may arise. There should be proper
places for everything-waste, papers, and other materials which arc
mflammable.

With his organized fire crew the foreman should have frequent
drills upon the fighting of fire. In the event of fire breaking out he
himself should preserve the irreplaceable records, plans, patterns, etc.,
which mean so much to the management.

If power fails it should be determined immediately how long the
power will be off. The force of employees should be directed to other
work, if possible within his own department, if for a lengthy period
to other departments. The foreman should determine whether the
the trouble is local (within his own department) or general (includ
ing all departments). Confusion should be eliminated. Definito
work instructions should be given. The foreman should acquaint
himself with starting and stopping methods of all power-driven
apparatus and if possible, see that appliances are installed for only a
portion of a shutdown so that the whole of his department may not
be affected.

Before accidents happen the foreman should study his department
for hazards and post warnings about them. He should make correc
tions and remove causes. As in fire he should use his organized force
for handling this emergency. Again his equipment for taking care
of accidents should be at hand.

10. First-aid knowledge.-First aid is the ability to render relief
to one in distress from accident. On the foreman's part it necessarily
should make him a student of the methods in his department so that
he can learn the possibilities for accident (minor or large) therein
and learn how to acquire first-aid knowledge and how to use it.

The foreman should appeal to his superiors for all first-aid knowl
edge which he can use and also ask for equipment to render first aid.
There are periodicals printed mainly on this subject which can be
secured for the asking. The plant physician should be consulted to
give opinions on the rendering of particular kinds of aid for acci
dents that the department is subject to. 'Whenever possible demon
stration should be given so that not only the foreman but the men
under him may acquire sufficient knowledge to render assistance
whenever it is necessary. The plant physician or the manufacturers
of the equipment have this lmowledge and they should be solicited
for it. Safety society movements are growing, and in these the fore
man can acquire much valuable information. Then there are the lec
tures on the subject and the committee on which he can serve from
which he can become an active educator.
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11. Inspection of produet.-In most modeyn shops inspection is
made a separate department. No matter what system may be used,
it is up to the foreman to see that the work is turned out correctly
and in sufficient quantity. He is the man who will be held responsi
ble for bad work. The best way to accomplish this will be by making
inspection as to quality one of the points on the supervision sheet
outlined under the heading of instruction of workers. As he makes
his regular tours of supervision he will examine the work of each
worker by taking the last piece and one or two other pieces and try
ing the gages on them or checking them up with the blue print. In
order to do this properly he must be thoroughly acquainted with the
tolerances or limits allowed and should try to keep as well within
them as possible. If he finds the work is running off size or finish he
can stop the job right there and give the nece".sary instructions to
have it corrected. '

12. Care of equipment.-The foreman should see that machines
are kept in first-class condition, that they are well oiled, that belts
are tight and properly cared for, and that exposed gears or danger
ous parts of the machines are properly guarded. It is the foreman's
business to know the capacity of each machine, and be able to intelli
gently estimate the time required for a given amount of output from
any machine in his department. In making his inspection trips, the
foreman should note the condition of each machine, of the tools, and
see that the precautions that avoid repairs are not overlooked. An
ample supply of spare tools and accessories should be on hand, and
arrangements made to keep all tools in the best condition. If men
have to wait their turn to get the use of a tool, low efficiency is bound
to result. System in caring for the tools and equipment is the only
assurance of success.

13. Repairs.-vYhen inspection or ac.cident develops need for re
pairs a survey of the broken tool or machine should be made, and the
whole condition of the piece be considered. It may be cheaper to
buy new than to repair; more modern machines may exist and offer
higher ontput at lower operating cost, or greater versatility in use.
If possible, repairs should be made in advance of need; and it often
is easy to do this by taking forethought. If, as is usual in large
shops, a separate department is responsible for repairs, the foreman
should notify the repair department at the first sign of deterioration
and give them time to arrange for adjustment and repair without in
terfe.ring with regular production. It may be nece~sary to make such
repairs at night or during other shutdowns, so advance notice is re
quired. Records of the cost of repairs should be kept; and if a
machine costs too much to keep up the fact should be brought to the
attention of the management.

14. Records.-NIore and more employers are calling upon forB
men to keep records for their guidance. These records are the charts.
that keep the business vessel off the rocks and must be dependablY ac
curate. Under no circmnstances should the foreman neglect the"in or
fill them perfunctorily, but he should not be a slave to them; in most
cases a clerk can do the actual work under his supervision.

(a) Time reeords.-Daily time records supply data for the pay
roll. Mistakes will soon get the whole department by the ears,
whether under- or overpayments result. 1£ an assistant keeps the
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time, see that he is careful and does it on time instead of relying on
memoty. .

(b) Production records.-Up-to-date reports showing how the de
partment is coming on and admitting comparison with previous work
sometimes are embarrassing, when the department happens to fall
down; but knowing where production stands in time may save a
schedule. It never pays to have to strain everything to make good
at the last minute, and careful production records will generally en
able a foreman to avoid rushes due to department failures.

(c) Spoilage records.-Material is charged to the foreman's de
partment when sent him. If spoiled it must be shown on an appro
priate record, which should indicate who spoiled it, how much and
how. It should also show what was done to salvage it and the final
disposition of the material. A clear, concise record of spoilage and
salvaging will help the foreman to cut this waste down and improve
the department's record.

(d) 0 ther records required.-Some of the records called for are:
Personal records of workers (which the foreman should give per
sonal attention as elsewhere suggested) ; progressive individual pro
duction records; wage increase records (often entered on the per
sonal record card); stock records; material and supply records;
equipment capacity records; perpetual inventory records. Some of
these relate to performances of tools, some to production and ability
of workers, and some to the company's investment. They are all
valuable to the company, and the foreman who is known to keep them
well is highly regarded by the management.

15. Requisitions for help.-A foreman will requisition the em
ployment office when he needs additional help, or get help himself.
The manner of requisitioning depends on the company's methods.
Usually he makes out a requ.isition on a form, which states the tvpe
of worker wanted, the time wanted, and the kind of work to be done.
Sometimes restrictions as to physical and mental requirements or
other personal facts may be appended. If the foreman will help the
employment department to understand fully the kind of worker
wanted and what such worker should know, it will improve the
service the employment department can give. It is never wise to hold
requisitions until the last moment. Better to send in requests several
days in advance, if at all possible, stating the tJme the workers will
be wanted. The employment department will be more likely to find
the rio-ht people. . .

16. Requisitions for materials, supplies, and equipment.-It is
the foreman's responsibility to make requisition upon the usual
sources for materials, supplies, and equipment in order to keep his
department continuously and properly running. SQ that each man
and machine may be uninterrupted in their work and scheduled to
.capacity, he should have at hand the materials, supplies, and tools
necessary. He must consider the time element especially in ordering
certain things which his company must get from outside, market
conditions, seasonal demands, delay in deliveries, a continuous flow,
and whatever the company's future schedule may be. He figures to
some extent on the basis of past work A foreman should determine
upon a minimum amount for each thing so that he can order ahead
again when this minimum is reached. Especially in the matter of
supplies, the management is desirous of keeping stock to a low degree,
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yet the management may lose considerable money because the fore
man does not stock far enough. ahead in these supplies. In equip
ment estimating the foreman must count against breakdowns, and
also estimate the needs for future business.

In ordering anything the foreman should give full information
and reasons for ordering, especially where the material is outside
ordinary needs. In the latter cases the advice of superiors is usually
asked. ·Whatever the routing established for ordering, the foreman
should carefully follow this same routine. A periodical checking of
the material and everything at hand should be resorted to. It is his
own protection to keep his stock up, and if in doubt the foreman can
obtain the advice of other men who are more experienced.

By observing the above he is assured of continuous production, a
better feeling among the employees is manifest, and his own value is

. certainly increased. In other words, he is a good manager and his
ability to handle managerial work is noticed.

17. Reporting on irregularities.-vVhatever is irregular in his
department, the foreman has to either straighten out or (if it is be
yond him) carry to the management. IrregUlarities in production,
if the schedule is badly broken up, would be reported and the causes
and corrections. Violations of department or the disregarding of
policies of the company may be extreme enough to need reporting.
The advantages taken by others outside of his department where he
himself Cfln not correct these things ought to be shown to the man
agement. In many senses the management expects a foreman to be
a protection man and to guard the money, property, and policies of
the com.pany.

18. Reporting on production.-The foreman should be prepared
to furnish a report on his production at any time, these reports to be
based on fact by keeping of daily records. ·Where printed forms are
provided and a system is in operation it is frequently a duty to
report on production. These reports are essential to costs and costs
are essential to successful conduct of any industry. The manage
ment's knowledge of what is going on in a department is largely
based on reports of the foreman. The management uses this knowl
edge to promise deliveries to customers; to schedule and plan for the
future, and as a basis for purchases, etc. Hence the necessity for the
foreman to be prompt and accurate in furnishing full detaIls in the
reports.

19•. Getting production.-Every duty of the foreman should have
its productive value. 'Vhatever he does which does not seem to
directly affect production may later develop in such a way that he
sees how it actually does influence production. Such matters then
should be made to affect production positively rather than negatively.
Every topic in this book is written with that in mind. Let the fore
man review the topics and see how he can apply the right remedy to
his own work.
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CHAPTER X.

CONSERVATION.

1. Materials.
2. Power and light.
3. Turnover.
4. Absences.
5. Interruptions and delays.
6. Speeds and feeds.
7. Absence of material.
8. Tools and equipment.
9. Time and energy.

1. Materials.-Much money is lost through a lack of apprecja~
tion of the necessity of using in industrial life the same economic
methods to arrest and prevent waste which are practiced in the home.
One would not expect to throwaway ingredients for food or articles
of clothing simply because they are not of instant use. Material
which through error in fabrication or deficiency of quality is not of
immediate va~ue s~~uld be properly examined, tagged, and stored
for further dispositIon, rather than condemned to the scrap pile.
Investigation will show that many times it might be made of com
mercial use. Consultation with those in authority will often turn
loss into profit. Often the foreman considers errors of the work
man as a reflection upon himself, and his attitude induces the work
man to become a party to their concealment. This is dishonesty as
well as extravagance. All spoiled and damaged material, whether
finished or not, should be properly handled and if found useless for
manufacturing purposes be disposed of through the regular channels.

At times, during the various manufacturing operations, standard
material of known superiority of quality develops serious defects.
The instant that this condition arises all work involving its use
should be suspended until the proper authority is informed of its con
dition. This allows the management to escape with a minimum loss
and affords an opportunity to recover a substantial rebate from the
parties supplying it.

Most manufacturers intend to keep their product up to standard,
but, unbeknown to them, certain factors may prevent. A foreman
should be ever on the lookout for defective material. Supplies should
be drawn on the schedule of requirements. It is an error and waste
to draw amounts in excess of what experience and records show are
necessary. 1Vorkmen knowing that plenty of stock is chargeable
to their job will be inclined to be less accurate and careful. Stock
represents money, and any waste of material is money lost.

2. Power and light.-Power and light are two factors which also
represent money. Most industrial organizations which manufacture
and furnish power to plants are just a little behind the requirements
of the load when it is up to its peak. If machinery is not being used
in a section or subdivision of your shop, see that it is shut off if
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possible. That also follows with the lights. Encourage the work
men to do the same by example.

Power-driven apparatus should be shut off whenever possible.
Electrical starting and stopping devices, conveniently placed buttons
for lights, "ill amply justify their installation. Make it easier for
the workman to conserve without much conscious mental or physical
effort. See that there is no wastage of po,vel'. A continually slip
ping belt indicates either one of two things. It is too light for its
load or the power delivered is inadequate for the duty thrust upon
it. Slippage is waste, pure and simple.

3. Turnover.-Every time a worker goes out of the plant it means
a loss of from $50 to $200. That does not take into consideration the
cost relating to securing another to take his place and bringing him
up to shop standards of production. Every effort should be made
to find out what is the cause for his leaving and that cause cor
rected, if possible.

4. Absences.-One corporation required their foreman to inform
his men that owing to the vast amount of work on hand no workman
would be allowed a leave of absence and absence would be treated
as delinquency. Promptly 18 men quit. On investigation everyone,
{'."cept four, gave a good, valid reason for so doing. Only four quit
without excuse, and they did so because they felt they would not
stay with a corporation which infringed on their personal rights.
All were competent, faithful workers, and their quitting was a
serious blow. How much better it would have been if the foreman
had notified the workers that he would appreciate regUlarity on their
part owing to the vast amount of work on hand. The foreman will
always have the problem of time off. It can not be wholly eliminated,
but good, safe, intelligent treatment will reduce it.

There is the periodical fellow who goes on a spree. He comes in
unfit to work. The next is the weekly delinquent. Tuesday is Mon
day according to his calendar. There is the frivolous young fellow
without any restraining force, who overstays his leave or does not
show up after lunch. Each case will have to be treated individually.
Reasonable latitude should be allowed for the frailties of human
nature, but the confirmed absentees should be dropped from tho
organization. They, with their mates, the fellows who are con
tinually late, create industrial festers, which spread through tho
entire plant.

5. Interruptions and delays.-A frequent waste is interruption
of power. If possible, assign or transfer men to other tasks. Fre
quent interruptions of power and shutting clown a whole or part of
a plant disturbs morale. If this condition is unavoidable and it in
volves serious interruption to the extent of a complete shutdown, full
information should be posted as to the cause and probable duration
of time, in order to allow the workman to adjust himself to con
ditions.

6. Speeds and feeds.-Speeds and feeds are open to abuse when
the mpacity of machines is exceeded. Excess of feeds often means
waste. Man power is frequently wasted by improper feeds and
speeds. The design of the machine must be known and its capacity
in this regard. Seek out the catalogue for information.
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Many organizations do not leave speeds or feeds to the discretion
of the individual, but make it a matter of exact record based upon
past performances with the elements taken into consideration. If
this duty devolves upon the foreman, he should so impart his knowl
edge, wishes, and desires that compliance is more advantageous to tho
man than argument. Arbitrarily shifting belts and changing speeds
and feeds, or insisting on changes on operation, without explanation
or imparting information, will generally result in sulkiness, if not
downright refusal on the part of the workman. It is the attitude of
the foreman in imparting his wishes which induces compliance and
a high spirit of cooperation.

7. Absence of material.-Tasks should never be assigned with
out the material being at hand. The equipment should also be ready
for the material. Stock should be on hand and everything right for
starting the new task Provide ample time to get the material. The
workman should not be expected to provide it for himself. The lack
of these considerations means waste time.

8. Tools and equipment.-Most tools and equipment can be con
served by proper handling. They have usually a length of life de
pendent upon the demands made upon them. Not to overdo either
and to keep them in good condition should be the aim of the foreman.

"9. Time and energy.-The foreman can save his own 'time and
that of many of his men by watching for the extra efforts which are
needlessly made. These are usual in most departments. The energy
of himself and men is thereby saved considerably.





CHAPTER XI.

THE FOREMAN ON STAFF DUTY.

1. Job analysis.
2. Welfare work.
3. Relations to employment department.
4. Relations to other foremen and departments.
5. Advising regarding equipment.
6. Tools.
7. Setting machinery.
8. Modern methods of f\ccomplishment.
9. Advising management on effect of policies.

10. Advisory upon production.

Besides 11is regular work of securing production, the foreman has
many duties indirectly relating to production, which may be con
sidered as staff work, assisting the organization as expert adviser
upon various subjects, some of which are suggested.

1. Job analysis.-The object of job analysis is to find out what
elements are used ill any process or sequence of processes (including
the minor movements of operator and sometimes of helper also), in
handling material, setting up machines, performing the work, and
disposing of the product and waste. To definitely ascertain what
these elements are demands careful study, frequently involving many
separate observations, and the ascertainment of the average time
each operation or movement should require. Some methods attempt
to establish the time of these separate movements when the pro
duction pace has been attained. The next step consists in analyzing
the movements, with a view of eliminating any unnecessary to the
desired result. Finally, the essential movements and operations are
combined in the proper sequence, the time also being stated. The
total of these periods indicates the whole time allotted to the process.

Four elements are studied in making a job analysis-time, mo
tions, materials, and equipment. The time that properly should be
required is sought. But that can only be known by ascertaining
what motions are necessary and how long each should take; by
analyzing the work the men must perfonn and how they should do
it; by seeing what sort of material is needed, and how it can best be
provided for efficient handling; by making sure that the equipment
is the right kind, and that it is used to the best advantage.

The extent of investigatiOlls for job "analyses depends on the pur
pose. Only a listing of the principal elements is needed for some
purposes, such as an occupational classification, which is made for the
benefit of the employment department to sh<Jw what extent of skill
a needed workman should have. If the analysis is to equalize rates
of pay, or to classify workers, a similar listing may be enough; but
if the job is analyzed to find out how to increase production, set
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rates of pay, or make an estimate of cost of a job, it will be necessary
to go much further. The more careful method of study first stated
would then be employed and repeated until a fair average can bo
taken.

2. Welfare work.-Exact definition of" welfare" is difficult. As
used by Congress in establishing the Federal Department of Labor
and directing it to " foster, promote, and develoR the welfare or the
wage earners of the United States," the word 'welfare" has been
construed as applying to the conditions, surroundings, and actions
taken to change and better the lives of wage earners, outside their
employment. The English phrase" civic betterment" is more de
scriptive. From the foreman's standpoint, welfare work has many
aspects. As the point of daily contact between the company and its
employees, he learns, or if wisely sympathetic, can learn more of
the domestic and social problems that oppress such employees than
any other man. First he must gain the confidence of the worker by
frank and honorable dealings, tempered by practical sympathy.

The principle justifying" welfare" work is that the company and
its employees are alike members of one community and with a social
stake and obligation to itJ that the company having larger resources
and opportuni6es, is unGer a corresponding obligation to suggest,
initiate, and support social movements that imply no direct financial
benefit either to company or employees, but rather profit the mental,
social, and spiritual elements of society of which all are a part.

The foreman's share as a leader in welfare work is a privilege,
with It double responsibility, as the arm of the company and as one
of the community.

3. Relations to employment department.-"'\Vhere the company
has an employment department, to the greater or le.ss extent it is
organized the foreman will be relieved of his staff duties relating to
hiring and some of the welfare work. His duty then is to give sym
pathetic cooperation and constructive help to the employment man
ager. It relieves the foreman of responsibilities which interfere
with his prime duty of getting quality production. As the function
becomes better understood, employment management will be increase
ingly valuable to the foremen and to the company. Tactful sugges
tions from the foreman will greatly aid in this development.

The employment manager's function is not that of training, but
coordinate with it. His job is to get the type of workman having the
degree of intelligence and skill needed by the factory. The employ
ment manager often has difficulty in understanding just what type
of workman is needed by the foreman, and his failures in this regard
sometimes creates distrust of the function in the minds of the fore
men. This misapprehension should be avoided. It is the fore
man's duty to help the employment manager by clearly stating what
the needs of his department are, giving full description of the kinds
of men wanted. The employment manager should be assisted in dis
covering new sources of labor supply. The Federal Department of
Labor issues books on many trades showing classifications of oc
cupations, which will be suggestively helpful to the foreman in de
scribing to the employment manager the kind of man he needs when
calling for more workers.

j
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4. Relations to other foremen and departments.-N0 depart·
ment liveth to itself alone. Like the members of the body, "the
foot can not say to the hand, I have no need of you, for ye are all
members, one of the other." One :foreman's department receives help
from one or more other departments and others depend on him. It
is 'teamwork that breaks production records, not star plays. And in
the time of trouble that hits every foreman occasiOIlally, willingness
to help is an asset.

Cooperation means work that helps out another man's purposes.
If the department receiving his output gets stuck,no considerate
foreman w~ll insist on blocking it more. Rather let him shift to
some other work if he can, or stock up for a while. Maybe he can
lend his follow foreman a man or two in a tactful way, making it
easy for the hard-pressed associate to ask for them.

A foreman may be put on a plant committee with other foremen,
to study a process, recommend new machinery, rerouting, or what not.
Modesty, suspension of judgment until he is sure all the facts are be
fore him, deference to the opinions of the other foremen, and care to
avoid dogmatism in presenting his own views will soon win respect.
It should not be assumed that deference requires yielding judgment.
If one disagrees, stick to it, but he should be very sure he disagrees on
solid gTounds of fact, especially if design, technical theories, or
mathematical equations enter into consideration, for sometimes an
old foreman may be technically shaky on these elements and yet from
experience be a good general reasoner. 'Vhatever the conclusion, for
get it, win or lose; do not be contentious.

5. Advising regarding equipment.-It is the foreman's privilege
and sometimes his duty to advise his superior regarding the state of
the equipment under his ~harge. (See Chapter IX.)

6. Tools.-Invention and improvement are constantly rendering
tools, both hand and machine, obsolete and unprofitable. The trade
journals announce new equipment ideas, which should be studied by
the foreman with due regard to the uses intended, the present and
future prospect for business as he sees it, and the apparent percent
age of value in terms of quality or quantity of output above that ob
tained by existing equipment. When he sees an idea that stands the
test of these considerations, he should report it with all the facts he
has.

7. Setting machinery.-Even in large plants having planning
departments the foreman is generally called upon to advise regarding
the location, relocation, and setting up of machinery. The technical
requirements should be carefully analyzed, with reference to trans
mission of power, limitation of waste, economv of artificial light, con
venience of access, etc. If directed to supervIse the setting, the fore
man's task is no longer advisory but executive.

8. Modern methods of accomplishment.-New ideas and im
prOl"ements helping in quality, quantity, or finish, or reducing ex
pense in labor, material, or equipment are constantly becoming
known. The habit of watching for these new ideas may be cultivated
until almost automatic. The foreman who acquires the habit and is
reasonably tactful in bringing his discoYeries to his superior's atten
tion will soon be at least an unofficial advisOl' to the management
upon improvements.
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9. Advising the management as to the effect of their policies
upon their men.-At times the foreman will have an opportunity
to advise his superiors regarding the effect of company policies found
helpful with the employees, so that the CDmpany may beneficiaily
develop and further them. Occasionally it will be his duty similarly
to notify the company, through his superior, regarding other policies
which may be causing discontent and unrest among employees. The
management frequently fails to discover undesirable conditions until
the whole relation between employer and employee is soured and
poisoned, whereas a word in season could have saved it all. The
obligation is a delicate one. An initial assumption that either em
ployer or employee is wrong is not only unwise; it is improper and
dangerous. The information to the management should be confined
to facts and assured, reasonable inferences, the purpose to avoid
trouble. 1£ the management has, without realizing it, invaded a
right or trampled on a cherished and harmless custom of the workers,
this will give them a chance to mend matters without loss or prestige.
It is simply a matter of misunderstanding; an opportunity to clear
it up should be sought. 1£ the management, knowing that a policy is
breeding discontent, on reexamining that a policy still feels it is right,
although the presumption will then be in favor of the policy, the
foreman must face the issue of good faith, loyalty, and self-respect
as to whether he can rightly retain his position and enforce the
policy, or resign. Upon his decision will depend a greater thing than
job or salary-his manhood and the respect of his fellows, in and
out of the company.

10. Advisory upon production.-Wise managers make their fore
men an informal advisory staff upon operations, and frequently go
further, holding regular staff meetings for exchange of opinion upon
the progress of operations, the status of prodnction, and the ways
and means of filling the gaps that are constantly appearing between
departments through which material passes for successive operations.
Modern accounting applies cost-finding inquiries to each department
severally, and frequently brings embarrassing charges of unprofit·
ableness against a foreman whose department, although indis
pensable, is spending an undue proportion of labor or material cost.
As advisor on production the foreman should study departmental
economy.
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CHAPTER XII.

THE MANAGEMENT'S OBLIGATIONS TO THE FOREMAN.

1. Introduction.
2. Outline of policies.
3. Organiza tion instruction.
4. Means to work with.
5. Outline of duties.
6. Proper supplementary instructions.
7. Development.
S. Recognition.

10. Raise in pay.
11. Promotions.
12. Supervision of foremen.
13. Constructive criticism.

1. Proper introduction.-A new foreman whether from outside
or the ranks expects the management to properly introduce him to
the executives, foremen, and to others of the organization with whom
he will be in touch.

He should understand the particular work of these individuals and
see how his own work will dovetail with theirs.

The new foreman should feel that the manager's or superinten
dent's office is a place to which he should resort rather than one he
should avoid, provided there is a legitimate reason for his going
there.

2. Outline of policies.-The foreman should learn from a su
perior the major policies of the company. There will be minor rules
which he will get from other foremen. These policies should explain
in detail regulations affecting labor, including promotions, transfers
and discharges; hours of work; standards; wages; equipment; lay
outs; handling of materials; extent and limitations of responsibility
in technical matters of operation; any special procedure or courses
which are followed in the administration of the company's business.
:Whenever these policies have been put into ,uiting, there is the
advantage of constant reference to them. Some firms have such
policies in booklets for their foremen. The foreman should enlighten
himself upon various phases of the company's work. He should ask
for information if the company does not volunteer it. Especially
with regard to its policies, he should have absolutely correct informa
tion for he will have to interpret them to the employees under him.

3. Organization instruetion.-Organization charts are some
times confusing. But the foreman should know just where his de
partment fits in and so understand his relations to other departments
that he can run his job smoothly. If he is not furnished a diagram
or other printed explanation and introduction that make this clear,
he should seek verbal information that will outline how far he should
go and where to stop.
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4. Means to work with.-Probably the thing that annoys the
foreman more than anything else is a demand for production when
the management has failed to provide some necessary facilities.
Matters may be all right so far as his own department is concerned,
but some other section mav be at fault or the management may fail
to supply him or is unwilling that he supply himself with the neces
s£u'y means. The foreman expects the management to give him
sufficient means to work with. These may be summed up briefly:
First, the machines or equipment, the tools, the material to work on,
and the human beings who are to do the work. He expects certain
instructions regarding how the work is to be done. He looks for.
standards and conditions, whether of safety, sanitation, or other
necessary phase. There are other factors which he should seek, such
as supplementary knowledge, training, service of various h:inds, and
the continuous supply of material. Finally, he expects support.

A foreman may be asked for returns which can hardly be expected
when the capacity of all these factors or of anyone of them is limited.
For example, the management may insist on limiting the number of
men that a foreman should have; he should point out that it could
hardly be expected that these men should continuously work beyond
their capacities without great loss to themselves physically and
eventually to the management. If beyond-capacity demands. are
made, unless there is a reason for this request, the foreman should
point out to the management its obligations to secure the necessary
factors or make allowance for the absence of them. :Moreover, in
the matter of materials to work on the foreman should insist
upon being relieved of uncertainty. In large plants the foreman
is not usually responsible for the supply of materials, yet frequently
he is the one upon whom this blame of shortage descends. Then
the outside factors which enter and over which he has no control, such
as breakdowns, bad materials or equipment, weather, etc., should
be pointed out, and the management should be put in possession of
any such fact, so that it may fully assist the foreman to discharge
his functions.

5. Outline of duties.-The foreman usually has pretty well de
fined ideas as to what his duties as a foreman should be. It is often
the case, however, that he will learn as much of the preceding fore
man's wrong as his right ways of doing things.

Consequently, at the very beginning of his new term as foreman,
he should request the management to outline his own duties r~gard

ing his department, and its work. The foreman from outside needs
such instructions especially, because the methods used in his new
position may differ from those he has been accustomed to.

6. Proper supplementary instruction.-Every plant has OCCa
sion from time to time to supplement processes, procedures, systems,
etc., or make changes in them. Again new systems, etc., will be in
stalled which call for abolishing present ones.

'With the many duties of a foreman every change of such a nature
means additional responsibility. The changes or new systems should
be carefully explained and demonstrated. Mistakes in filling out
even the simplest of new forms are usually numerous, principaRy be
cause of insufficient instruction given by the management, and lack
of consideration Ior time required to change an old habit. The fore
man should insist on demonstration of facilities and processes when
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new, both to himself and to his force who are likely to use them.
Otherwise there may be numerous mistakes, and the best way to
correct mistakes is to prevent them by thorough instructions.

Policies may be altered and the foreman should know of any policy
so altered and understand the extent of any change.

7. Development.-Managements should be, and usually are, glad
to have progressive foremen. Some employei's help their foremen
develop for the better fulfillment of their duties and for the addi
tional responsibilities and higher positions that may come to them.
They sometimes recommend and initiate courses in foremanship em
ploying outside lecturers and courses or utilizing the best men within
their own organization as such lecturers.

Several means are offered foremen to develop a broader under
standing of their responsibilities. Committees can be formed for
progressive plant development on which foremen should be repre
sent{',d. By a wise mixing with men on such committees, the fore
man can gain a rounded-out judgment on the particular program.
The weaker foreman will learn from the better trained men he as
sociates with on the committee and his viewpoint will be broadened.

Foremen should seek the privilege of expressing themselves freely
in weekly or periodical conferences of all foremen. Probably more
than anywhere else the foreman feels free to express himself among
other foremen. A foreman here appreciates his own actual share in
management.

Mueh literature of educational worth is distributed and available
to foremen. Many plants periodically print literature for their own.
foremen. The foreman should seek out such publications and put
himself on the mailing list of suitable bureaus.

Visiting other plants for development usually gives a double bene
fit. The foreman who visits may profit by some suggestions he hears
and put them into effect in his own department. In turn, the fore
man in the plant visited may get suggestions from the visitor and
acting on them help his firm.

The foreman should read the trade journals. Scarcely a trade
exists which does not have at least a few of these magazines, always
carrying suggestions of value. The management can give him help
in selecting good journals.

8. Recogriition.-Recognition of services well performed, whether
ref~ular or special, is due a foreman by the management.

Foreman appreciate the recoginition of a particular foreman for
good work when several foremen are gathered together.

There are also the ordinary forms of recognition and business
cour~sies-the daily salutation, the knowing of a foreman by his
first name, the se.e.king and acceptance of opinions, which a fore
man naturally and reasonably feels is the management's acceptance
of him and his work.

One form of recognition which is sought is the assignment of further
special responsibility to a foreman who has rendered particular
service, singling him out as one who can safely and successfully ac
eomplish.

9. 'Commendation.-Praise for work well done or for work spe
cially performed is appreciated by everyone, particularly when this
comes from a superior.
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A letter of praise for exceptional accomplishments is always prized
by the OIle who receives such a letter. The praise which can be made
public always makes a foreman feel good.

10. Raises in pay.-Just as it is important that a management
outline and define very clearly a foreman's duties, so it is important
that as far as possible he should ask and receive a definite pay mark
to look forward to. Many factors may govern the raising of the pay
of a foreman, but he should have knowledge of the pay limitations
before he starts his work. He should also have the management's
viewpoint on the factors that determine the consideration for raises
in pay.

These may be such as production-getting ability, leadership, length
of service, business conditions, and competition, and he should know
what elements are to be considered.

11. Promotion.-Other factors being equal, the opportunity for
promotion should be possible for a foreman within his organization.
Most firms prefer to promote their competent home-trained men
rather than bring in a new man. The foreman who looks for oppor
tunity 'Yill find an open door.

,Vhen a foreman enters upon his duties he ought to know the limit
of opportunities for advancement within the plant.

Promotion may involve more responsibilities at the same or similar
work, an executive job, or raise in pay. Usually the latter ac
companies the former, unless it is under a system where foremen in
a plant are changed about for experience sake and for further de
velopment for choice of executives. This has an advantage of keep
ing a foreman in touch "ith the whole manufacture of a product and
enables him to further its and his own development. Moreover,
there is an opportunity to find the place he is bestfittad for.

12. Supervision of foremen.-Foremen shoulD. understand that
management's supervision does not end with the initial instruction
it gives him regarding its policies, his duties, etc. Nor does it end
after the first week or month ·of closely watching the new foreman
to see tha t he is going to make good. •

Especially where policies affect the employees, and in which the
foreman is the intermediary between management and employees,
will the management give constant checking up and supervision.

The foreman is the firm to many employes; he is the only represen
tative of management that the employees encounter. Distorted, in
correct, or improper presentation of any policy to the employees by
a foreman reflects unfairly upon the management, as does half
hearted support of any policy. Many well-devised plans for mutual
betterment have failed in plants because of mishandling by certain
foremen. Honest methods have become discredited by methods of
presentation.

13. -Constructive criticism.-Men generally learn more from the
mistakes they have made than otherwise. But it is possible for a man
to continue to do a thing wrong and not realize it until some one has
pointed out the error. Foremen are in no sense different from the
a verage man. They may continue some wrong method until the error
is pointed out and a better way shown them. Criticism should al
ways be constructive. ·When a management finds fault with a :fore
ma~ and his methods it should also P~Ilt out the way t-o correct these
faults, and should show the foreman a better way.
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The foreman is likely to be criticised first on production, either
upon quantities or standards. Then the management win analyze the
conditions affecting production within the department in question.
Sometimes it may be that some system which the management in
sisted upon is haying the effect of slowing up production. In any
event the management should find the cause and correct it. Or it
may be that some outside relations or something personal is causing
the foreman to spend too much time on these matters to the neglect
of his duties.

There may be many points wherein a management ~ay have cause
to criticize the foreman. It may be the manner in which the fore
man received a particular policy-the presentation of policies to
employees, cooperation with other departments, on his hiring and
choice of workers, on his conduct, his own failure to live up to his
responsibilities, etc. It may be that he is not getting the results
which were expected of him, or that he has forgotten certain things;
the management has the right and duty to show how to obtain bet
ter results.
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CHAPTER XID.

ORGANIZING COLLECTIVE TRAINING FOR FOREMEN.

1. How much training required.
2. Lectures.

(a) Men already in plant.
(b) Regular instructors.
(c) Men outsIde the plant.

B. Courses,
(a) Local pUblic schools.
(b) Related SUbjects by correspondence.
(c) Private instruction.
(a) Training department of company.

4. Experience. .
(a) Plant training.
(b) other plants.
(0) Technical schools.

5. Summary..

1. How much training required.-These instructions were pre
pared for the training of foremen in order to enable those who al
ready hold foreman positions to perfect themselves at their work and
to enable those who are aiming for the position to attain competency
in the least possible time and by the best methods.

A view which the foreman should take is, that by training he will
help industry in general as well as himself. The foreman is naturally
swayed by selfish motives. That is legitimate; most certainly the
indIvidual is entitled to all the success and position he can secure by
superior fitness.

If by training a man is able to do his work more easily, command
8. better position and a higher salary, obtain a greater degree of re-
apect from those about him, then from selfish motives at least the
man should train himself. The big man however, in addition to
that, should want to train and better himself in order that he may be
of greater service to those with whom he is associated. Of course,
the more helpful he is to his associates the more experience does he
gain himself, and the more does he benefit.

It may be difficult for one or more foremen to determine how much
training they need and to what extent they need it. This question
had better be decided by a higher executive, as, for instance, the gen
eral foreman or superintendent. When foremen have become con
vinced that training is necessary they should confer with their su
perior and talk the matter over at length. It is hardly conceivable
that any foreman does not need some training, no matter how com
petent he may be, but it if' difficult for the foreman himself to deter
mine what training he needs. The superintendent or other executive
should take an active interest in the subject and help the foremen to
analyze their situation.

If the executives prefer, they may get an outsider, a tra.ining ex
pert, to make the analysis. Such,. man, if competent, will probably
be very helpful.
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2. Leetures.-Instructions for :foremen can probably be most suc
cessfully given by means of lectures. The foremen in the plant
should either group themselves together or be instrumental in in
ducing the management to form such groups to whom lectures may
be given by a man competent to do so. These may be foremen or
other executives in the plant who have specialized III their particu
lar line of work, outsiders who have done so, or instructors connected
with the educational department, if there is one in the plant.

No one should deliver a lecture without an outline. nor should he
digress from his subject and talk at random. The meeting should bc
open for discussion, but confined to the subject of the lecture.

In any event, the courses must be conducted in iI. businesslike way
and by men who, by their influence and personalitl' can conduct the
lecture with system and energy. There must be 'pep" and life in
the lectures, otherwise they will not succeed. They should be at
regular intervals and the members should be urged to attend regu
larly. Records ought to be made of the attendance and progress of
the members.

(a) Men already in plant.-When men in the plant are called
upon to give these lectures, they should thoroughly study the written
instructions previous to lecturing, amplifying the information and
outlining concrete examples which will connect it directly with the
work of the plant. A series of questions should be outlined and
given to the men attending the lectures so that they mal prepare
answers to present at the following lecture. At that tIme, these
answers may be discussed and the best selected; after which, all
answers may be recorded, duplicated, and returned to the members of
the class.

The lecturer must be carefully chosen. He should be a good leader
who can successfully conduct a meeting since his attitude, competency
and direction, or lack of it, will govern the success or failure of the
undertaking.

(b) Regular instruct01'8.-1Vhen there is an educational depart
ment in the plant, it should supply competent lecturers, who can
greatly assist in the formation of classes and the direction of courses
of instruction. These men are expected to be more competent in
giving lectures, since that is part of their work. They should 'make
a thorough analysis of 'plant conditions and connect their instructions
with actual shop condItions.

(e) Men out8ide the plant.-When men outside of the plant are
called upon to lecture, they too, should follow closely the outline
suggested for men in the plant, and their selection be made just as
carefully. Men of theory should be avoided. Outside men are in a
position to make contrasting remarks showing the difference between
the methods used in various plants with those in the shop where the
lectures are being given. One advantage of having outsiders give
the lectures is that such men usually command better attention and
arouse more interest among their hearers.

3. Courses.-Training courses for foremen may be obtained from
vnrious sources. The book of which this is a part, for instance, con
stitutes a course which may form the basis for foremanship training.

While it may be possible for foremen to study these and other
courses individually, they will probably derive better and more bene-
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fits from courses that are given in groups, because the instructor or
lecturer will interpret and amplify the written instructions, making
it possible for the whole class to discuss the subjects under considera
tion, and, therefore, the student will be enabled to get the view
points of several others besides his own upon the subject.

(a) Local public schools.-In many places the public-school sys
tems will afford instructions for foremen in studies which are not
touched upon in the average foremanship courses. For instance,
English, arithmetict . physics, chemistry, mechanics, and natural
science may be studied in many public schools with little or no
expense to the student.

(b) Related 81J1Jjects by correspondence.-There exist at the
present time several correspondence courses for technical training
which can help a great deal, J;lrovided the student will work diligently
and with perseverance. BesJ.des, correspondence courses will enable
one to take up many related subjects which will help measurably to
fill a foreman's position. What subjects he needs can best be deter
mined by the man himself. He will probably know or can find out
what his shortcomings are, and he will have no difficulty in getting
by correspondence whatever subjects he wants. These sometimes lack
proper direction and application.

(c) Private instruction.-Private instructions are perhaps the
most helpful of any, but usually cost the most. Competent in
structors are seldom available, and before making arrangements for
private instruction the instructor's qualifications and credentials
should be carefully considered to aVOld spending time and money
with an instructor who may be only mediocre.

(d) Training depa,rtment of company.-When there is a training
department in the plant, it should have competent instructors who
can properly interpret the necessary courses and will be better able
to correlate the shopwork with the lectures. The instructors in such
a department should make a particular effort to find illustrations for
the various topics considered in the instructions so that the practical
side of the subject will always be uppermost. All theories and prin
ciples should be directly applied to the work in the plant so that the
members of the class WIll benefit most by the instructions.

Large groups of members should be avoided. The members in
small groups can better express themselves and get more individual
attention from the lecturer or instructor.

4. Experience.-There is much that foremen can not learn except
by experience. No matter how much education a man has or how
many qualifications he may haYe, he is not fitted for the position of
foreman until he has had experience. There are two ways of acquir
ing" experience. Some acquire it indifferently, not realizing what it
means or striving to get its benefits. Others are enthusiastic about it,
and with open eyes try to get all that they can out of it. The latter
make keen observations, analyses, and records of their experience,
either mental or written. and therefore make much better and quicker
progress than the indifferent.

(a) Plant training.-Some plants have found it advantageous to
train their own foremen. In such cases the management chooses
promising men who are transferred from one department to another
until they have covered all the important work in the plant. ,While
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this process is going on, related knowledge is obtained, either in the
educational department of the plant or from outside sources.

While the student foreman can not control the means to get his
experience, he should be instrumental in furthering the development
and improvement of such courses as may already exist, by making
suggestions and keeping constantly in touch with his superiors, ex
pressing his opinions and stating his impressions on the progress he
makes. These statements should be founded on fact and on records
of his observations.

(b) Other plants.-Much benefit may be derived by obtaining
experience in other plants. This will broaden the student foreman js
views, give him new ideas, and he will gain much experience not
otherwise obtainable. As the period allowed him to obtain experience
in other plants may not be long, he should concentrate his efforts to
see all that he can in the available time, and go for some definite
purpose, making very complete and accurate notes and records, fol
lowed by comparisons between his own and such other plants.

The plants he visits need not be doing the same or even similar
work. A foreman of a shoemaking department will benefit by visit
ing a plant where shoemaking machines are built. Or it may help a
foreman to see how the raw materials he uses are made.

(c) Technical schools.-If a foreman aspires to a high type of
foremanship and has not had sufficient elementary or technical edu
cation, he will make the greatest progress by getting such education
in a technical school, if there is one available. Perhaps the manage
ment of the plant has already provided for cooperative education,
allowing the students to attend outside schools for a given period
each week. If this is the case, it will be a simple matter for the
foreman desiring training to enroll in the course and take up the
studies as well as the shop training.

5. Summary.-This chapter is intended to emphasize strongly the
necessity for training of foremen, the benefits to be derived from
collective training, and suggest ways to secure it. The chapters of
this book will make a good outline for the courses proposed. There
is not a foreman in the industries to-day who can not benefit by such
training. There are many cases where it is very necessary and much
needed. It is "up to" the foremen themselves to avail themselves of
training and educational courses where they are proYided, or them
selves to organize courses or induce their employers to assist them in
doing so.



CHAPTER XIV.

WOMEN WORKERS.

1. selectlon.
(a ) Intervlewlng.
(b) Hiring.

2. Supervision.
(a ) Training.
(b) Lates and absences.
(0) Work 1n relation to strength.
(d) Cleanliness and sanitation.
(e) Dress.
(f) Social features-recreation.
(g) Labor turnover among women.

8. Oompensatlon.

STANDARDS TO BE OBSERVED.

A foreman is more interested in getting the best worker for the
job than in the worker's sex. But he must consider some funda
mental sex differences in hiring or supervising workers, if he is to
build his work force after the best standards.

No distinction has been made between men and women workers in
the general subjects of this book because, after all, management has
the right to expect a uniform standard of performance. But this uni
form standard of performance will not be obtained from women
unless safeguards are observed.

Strange as it may seem, the average woman worker prefers to work
under the general supervision of a man. The foreman is not handi·
capped in dealing with women workers; but rather has an advantage
over the forewoman. A foreman who maintains an attitude free
from hint or questionable design, impartially just in his relations,
should have success in supervismg women, especially if he acquaints
himself with the most approved methods in maintaining loyalty and
enthusiam for quality-service.

It is not necessary or desirable to treat women in industry as
ohildren i they resent a paternalistic benevolence that sets them con·
spicuou81y apart from men workers in the scheme of things. They
have demonstrated in high degree the same qualities that have marked
male workers in American industries as the best in the world, and only
expect that industry shall provide clean and wholesome surroundings
and adequate safeguards for health and morals, so that when they
come to make a home for some one, their standards will not have been
lowered, nor their vitality impaired. It is as true to-day as at any
time in the history of the world that women aspire to be partners in
home life and mothers of fine children. This great truth can not be
lost sight of in consideration of the subject under discussion; for the
sake of the unborn generations, the stay of women in business and
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industry should be made so Tree Trom wrong influence and overtaxing
strains that they will be unharmed Tor the greatBr responsibilities
that may Tall to their lot in case OT marriage.

,Yhere a personnel department is in existence a large part OT the
special arrangements can be made through it; a separate section,
under a woman supervisor, being devoted to women's weHare and
interests and responsible Tor organizing and installing desirable
Teatures. In the absence OT a personnel department it would be
difficult Tor a Toreman to install the Tacilities recommended, but he
would be poorly equipped to evoke the best efforts OT woman workers
unless he has a sympathetice appreciation OT the more important
standards conserving their interests.

The special needs OT women workers Tor which a Toreman should
make allowance or provision are /?rouped under three general head
ings, "Selection," "Supervision,' and "Compensation" and here
considered briefly.

1. Selection.
(a) InteTviewing.-In most large concerns the work of hiring is

done by an employment manager. Where the Toreman is expected
to employ help as he needs them, these suggestions will not be amiss.

Women should be told the bad points OT the job as well as the
good ones; not the ma.Timum wage she can earn, but the average.
When a girl, hired this way finds things a little better than she ex
pected and that she can make even more wages than she was told,
she is likely to be happy and stick to the job.

'Wherever possible, women applicants should be interviewed by a
woman. 1:£ there is not enough interviewing to employ a woman's
full time, the Toreman should select and train the best qualified
woman in his department. to whom this work may be delegatBd.
Being naturally more inquisitive and understanding other women, a
woman interviewer would be qualified to get a complete statement
more quickly than a man and WIth less danger OT offending the appli
cant.

(b) Hiring.-In selectin~ women workers the interviewer, in ad
dition to observing the standards outlined in Chapter V, should note
these hints:

1. Standards OT character and morals count Tor very much with
women; they dislike to work in the same room with one whom they
suspect OT low social standards. Some consideration must, thereTore,
be given to social types among women.

2. Women can not do work requiring heavy lifting or muscular
strain; but they are especially valuable on light speedy jobs that are
not too complicated. Close observation should enable the interviewer
to discriminate between the Tast, nimble-fingered worker and the
slower type; the jobs that require deftness OT hand and quickness OT
eye give opportunity Tor the Tormer type OT worker to make very
creditable records, if they are rightly chosen, trained, and placed.

3. The Toreman should analyze the various jobs Tor women in his
department and catalogue them with reTerence to the type OT girl re
quired. As Tor instancB: " Inspection-Girl should be over 20; must
be observing, not Trivolous; one OT the slower type will do; middle
aged women may qualify." Every job should be catalogued in this
manner, and in addition to this the girl should be made to understand
at the beginning that she may have to be tried on different jobs and
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that she will be kept on the job for which she is best adapted rather
tha 11 on the one she likes best.

2. Supervision.
(a) Training.-The foreman handling girls should be gentle and

kind but absolutely fVrm. If the girls discover that they can influence
him by sentiment or coquetry, or in any way from just decisions, he
will lose his influence and control.

1. He should have a rule, if there is none in existence already, thai
any ¢rl using low or profane language unbecoming a lady will be
dismIssed at once. In conjunction with this he should set the example
himself by using clean language in conversation with the girls.

2. It is a common thing in factories to have foremen who s"ear
at the girls and naturally the girls get to swearing too. A fore
man of this kind is a menace to society; he is not likely to get good
results in production; the girls lose respect for him and he loses
control over them. In making the above rule it should not simply
be posted as a formal notice but the foreman should talk personally
to each of the girls and tell them he intends to enforce it to the let
ter and then enforce it. A few examples well advertised will put
an end to it, and the force will get to know that they can not engage
in low and vulgar talk with impunity. This is very important and
the good, clean, decent girls are entitled to this moral protection.
The foreman has a wonderful opportunity to disseminate an atmos
phere of morality among "omen workers.

3. About five minutes after the starting whistle has blown the
foreman should walk slowl:v through his department and say" good
morning" to the girls, he need not spend much time doing this, but
give them at least a nod and a smile. In doing this he should be
sure not to miss any of them, if he does they will feel hurt. It is a.
good way to start the day and it will create a bond between the girls
and the foreman.

4. He should take each of the new girls that start into his confi
dence and have a few minutes talk with her along definite lines.
He should tell her first of all that he expects a fair day's work; that
he will do everything in his power to help; that she should not be
afraid to tell him any difficulties she may have with her work. He
should have an understanding with his assistant forelady or sub
foreman to let the girls come to him when they can't settle their
troubles otherwise. He should tell them also that he does not want
them to feel that they are in prison while in the factory, but on the
other hand they should not consider it a playhouse where they
may indulge in talk and play to the detriment of their work.

5'. He should use the persuasive rather than the domineering method
of supervision. It is better to say to a girl "I would like you to
help me out with this order ,. than to say" this has got to be done
to-day, so you had better get a hustle on you."

6. The plant that has a modern training department may consider
that its beneficia] effect upon new women employees is one of the
advantages that accrue. In some lines of work that are exacting
and speedv the labor turnonr alllong women employees is serious
unless the ·workers are put through a preliminary course of training.
vVomen are more easilY discouraged than men as a rule; they are
diffident and lack confidence in coping with unfamiliar problems and
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3. Cornpensation.-Equal pay for equal work is a recognized
principle, the only difficulty being to determine what equal work is.
Some jobs are better suited for women to perform; some are better
done by men. Minimum wage rates for women are fixed by law in
some States; labor and legislative bodies are standing squarely for
women workers receiving a just wage, and employers are setting the
example by paying women relatively the same as men.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.

The foreman among other thmgs will avoid any appearance of
favoritism. One of the difficulties he will encounter in supervising
Women is the fact that they do not naturally taken an -impersonal
view of their work and surroundings. It seems they are prone to
expect personal consideration or exemption; that they take to heart
fancied slights or criticisms that are not meant as personal reflections.
The foreman must train himself to treat all the workers impartially
and make a special effort to maintain this attitude toward women
workers. Separation of women workers from men is not necessary if
the factory layout is free from obscure places and dark corners, and
if the foreman has clear view of all sections of the department.
Separate entrances and exits are recommended in plants where there
are a large number of both men and women workers.
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